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ABSTRACT
There is a need for new technology to perform high resolution site
characterization in subsea environments to support construction of offshore wind
turbine foundations. The size and location of boulders across an offshore wind
plot are crucial to the planning phase of these projects. Current site
characterization techniques make use of high energy pressure waves in the water
column, which are believed to harm the hearing of marine wildlife. In the Tufts
Structures Lab an experimental setup has been built to test the use of localized
waves with lower energies for conducting subsurface investigations. The electomechanical system consists of wave generation devices and transducers
interfaced with sand. Two wave generation methods were developed, and
responses were recorded by multiple subsurface transducers. Methods were
compared based on wave velocities, polarization, and attenuation of energy
through a 1-meter diameter tank filled with coarse sand.
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1 Introduction
1.1
1.1.1

Motivation
Boulders in the New England Bearing Stratum

A major obstacle facing offshore wind turbine construction in the northeastern
United States is the presence of boulders in the bearing stratum across leased
wind farm plots. The New England coastline of the US was formed glacially 21,000
years ago as the Laurentide glacier traveled southeast over the area (Martin,
2008). The glacial mass stopped over the Cape Cod Peninsula and remained there
for 3,000 years. As the glaciers melted in warming climates, soil and rocks from
within the glacier were deposited in a stratigraphic layer known as glacial till - a
mixture of gravel, boulders, clay, and silt. Offshore glacial till deposits in New
England have been found to range between 6 and 60 meters in thickness.
Boulders are defined as rocks larger than 25 cm in diameter shaped by
erosion and transported from its original position by water or ice (“Collins English
Dictionary: Complete & Unabridged,” 2012). Running into a boulder when
constructing foundations for a structure leads to serious delays in a project.
Equipment can be damaged and work-around plans must be formed after
discovering the boulder. These add up to large financial setbacks to projects. In
planning a plot of seabed for development of offshore wind turbines, developers
will need detailed information on the location and size of boulders across the plot
to decide foundation locations and spacing. Scientists have the opportunity to fill
this technology gap for the emerging offshore wind industry in the US.
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1.1.2

Offshore Wind in the United States

In the United States, many states have set renewable energy targets that include
offshore wind power as a set percentage of total supply. For example, in the state
of Massachusetts, legislation has passed an Act to Promote Energy Diversity,
which has set a target for 1,600 Megawatts of offshore wind energy for the state
by 2027 (Dempsey, Golden, Jones, Downing, & Tarr, 2016). While there are lofty
goals in place, as of 2018 there is currently just one offshore wind farm in the
United States off the coast of Rhode Island with 5 turbines that power the homes
on Block Island.
As the industry grows, there are many parts of the supply chain that need
to be facilitated and obstacles unique to each region that need to be overcome.
On the west coast of the United States, scientists will have to focus on developing
technology that allows turbines to operate in deeper waters due to the steep drop
off of the continental shelf. On the east coast, scientists will have to further
develop the planning stages by detailing the subsurface across the leased plot.
1.2
1.2.1

Background
Site Characterization

Geologic site characterizations, or geotechnical surveys, are an important first
step in any construction project. Surveys use a variety of methods to gather data
on how energy travels through the soil. The energy comes in the form of pressure
waves, shear waves, or electromagnetic waves. Wave velocities and wave paths
can be correlated to soil compositions, elastic modulus, densities, moisture
11

content, and shear strengths. Engineers use these parameters to help make
decisions concerning foundations and support structures for buildings and bridges
built in the area.
There are a few methods of offshore investigation that the oil and gas industry
has used for years to search the subsurface for oil shales. One method used is
taking core samples, which show the composition and depths of soil layers in an
area. These tests are useful for drilling, where information at a specific point is
important, but this test does not provide enough information to inform the
development decisions in a large offshore site. The oil and gas industry also
conduct offshore investigations, using pressure wave velocities to determine the
contents of the subsurface. These tests detect the interfaces between solids and
liquids very well but provide little more information on the subsurface
stratigraphy. The methods tend to be very expensive to run and do not provide
data on obstructions that are less than 6 meters in diameter. Since obstructions
just 0.5 meters in diameter can halt construction, the offshore wind industry
needs higher resolution data on what is in the subsurface.
Working

towards

developing

an

affordable,

high-resolution

site

characterization technique for the United States offshore wind industry, lessons
can be learned from the oil and gas industry devices as well as other site
characterization

techniques.

Advantages

from

existing

offshore

site

characterization techniques as well as commonly used onshore geotechnical
investigation techniques can be incorporated into a new device. The following
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literature review identifies advantages and disadvantages of existing
technologies.
1.2.2

Types of Mechanical Waves

The two most common types of energy transfer through soil are pressure waves
and shear waves. The differences between the two waves can be visualized in
Figure 1. A pressure wave causes particles to move in the same direction that the
wave is moving, leading to areas of compression and dilation in the material. On
the molecular level, as a pressure wave propagates, particles bounce off of one
another in the direction the wave is moving. A shear wave has particle motion
occurring orthogonal to the direction the wave is propagating and does not cause
the areas of compression or dilation. The shear wave depends on strong forces
between particles to push and pull the medium orthogonal to the direction of
motion. These strong forces are found in elastic materials. The elasticity of a
material is the pulling force of the particles back to their original position after
displacement. Shear waves cannot propagate through liquids or gasses because
of the reliance on strong inter-molecular bonds. The inter-molecular forces simply
are not strong enough in liquids.

Figure 1.1: Pressure Wave and Shear Wave Propagation Schematics (Ellison, 2015)
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Another commonly used wave in site investigation studies is the Rayleigh wave
or surface wave. The method of propagation is very similar to shear waves, except
that it occurs at the boundary layer of a medium. There is more deformation on
the elemental level within the medium. Rayleigh wave velocity is closely related
to shear wave velocity across Poisson ratios. The Rayleigh wave is used in the site
characterization method, Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASW). Methods
that record Rayleigh wave velocities for site characterization have the advantage
of being non-invasive with all instrumentation at the surface.

Figure 1.2 Rayleigh wave propagation schematic (Ellison, 2015)

1.2.3

Advantages of Shear Waves

Shear waves have two forms: horizontally polarized and vertically polarized.
Figure 3 shows the difference between the two. A horizontally polarized wave has
peaks orthogonal to the direction of gravity while a vertically polarized wave has
peaks parallel to the direction of gravity. These two types of shear waves can be
generated by applying a shear force on an elastic material in either the horizontal
or vertical direction to create the desired waveform. Shear waves that are
horizontally or vertically polarized differ in their rates of attenuation and
reflection parameters.
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%

The basic equation for shear wave velocity is: 𝑉" = $ , where 𝜇 is the shear
&
modulus and r is the density of the material (Lane, 2014). In a uniform material,
these parameters can be used to predict how long it will take for a shear wave to
travel a given distance. The relationship between these parameters and velocity
becomes more complex in a non-uniform material, which most soils are. Soils are
typically non-homogeneous and have been found to have anisotropic material
behavior. Anisotropy means that a material has directions in which energy or air
or water flows through faster than other directions. In an anisotropic material, the
material behavior depends strongly on directionality. Since the shear modulus and
density change from point to point in a non-homogeneous material, it is very
difficult to predict the shear wave velocity and ray path through the material.

Figure 1.3: Vertically polarized (red) and horizontally polarized (blue) waves (“Polarization (waves),” 2017)
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2 Literature Review
2.1 History of Shear Wave Use in Site Characterization
Shear waves have tremendous potential in describing physical properties in the
subsurface. In the laboratory environment, shear wave velocities have been found
to vary by 560% in specimens that have pressure wave velocity variations of only
20% (Ayres & Theilen, 1999). The greater variation allows for the correlations
between wave velocity and soil characteristics to have a higher resolution. These
characteristics include porosity, bulk density, silt content, and shear strength.
With more research put into shear wave velocities in the field, shear wave velocity
readings have the potential to enable surveyors to describe the subsurface
environment with a greater level of accuracy than they could have done with only
pressure wave velocities.
The reason that shear wave velocities are not currently used in many
geotechnical applications is because they have characteristics that make them
difficult to generate and difficult to interpret. When shear waves were first
investigated for use in geotechnical methods in 1956, after numerous difficulties
in predicting shear wave behaviors researchers decided that shear waves were
likely to “not have much practical importance” (Jolly, 1956). Over the years, it has
been found that shear waves are uniquely affected by anisotropic soil behavior,
require special methods to generate, and have high rates of attenuation in soils.
Each of these characteristics is a hurdle preventing the widespread
implementation of shear waves in geotechnical surveys. Scientists have been
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working on these issues with shear waves since the late 1950s and have overcome
some of these hurdles, but challenges still remain.
One of the first comprehensive shear wave studies was presented in the
Journal of Geophysics in 1956 by scientist R. N. Jolly (Jolly, 1956). Jolly conducted
comprehensive experiments in which he developed a shear wave generation
method and recorded the propagation of the wave at points along the surface and
at points beneath the surface in boreholes. He found vast differences between
data collected in the field and theoretical calculations of the shear wave profiles.
He attributed these differences to shear waves being strongly affected by
anisotropic behavior as the shear waves were moving faster in some directions as
opposed to other directions. The effects of anisotropy meant that in order to
interpret survey data accurately, surveyors would need to know both the
horizontal and vertical shear wave profiles for each layer of soil in a region, which
were parameters that Jolly did not expect surveyors to know at each site. Jolly
concluded that the use of shear waves would not be useful due to the number of
unresolved phenomena that he saw in his data. Since this was just the start of
research in the field, Jolly acknowledged that more work would lead to a better
understanding of shear waves.
Scientists continued the pursuit of understanding shear waves. In 1957, C.
Kitsunezaki continued in-situ investigations of shear waves at Kyoto University.
Kitsunezaki’s 1971 publication presents on his breakthroughs and the problems
that remained in analyzing shear wave velocity data (Kitsunezaki, 1971).
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Kitsunezaki was able to use his experimental data to create the shear wave
radiation plot depicted in Figure 4. The plot shows the irregularity of a wave front
caused by the wave moving faster in some directions than in others, illustrating
anisotropic material behavior. This plot shows the complexity in just one plane,
and one can imagine how anisotropy in 3-dimensional space makes for a very
complex propagation pattern. One of Kitsunezaki’s breakthroughs was a set of
equations describing pressure wave and shear wave velocities as functions of
incompressibility, porosity, and density parameters. These equations were able to
predict wave velocities in isotropic materials. The parameters he used change
depending on direction in an anisotropic medium, so his set of equations served
as the first step in predicting shear waves profiles in anisotropic mediums.

Figure 2.1: Kitsunezaki’s plot of shear wave propagation through an anisotropic medium, created from data
gathered on site (Kitsunezaki, 1971).

In 1986, Leon Thomsen published a set of equations that resolved velocity
propagation for weak anisotropy in sediments. Thomsen fully described
anisotropy numerically by a 6 X 6 matrix of directional values for both tensor and
elastic modulus (Thomsen, 1986). Thomsen realized that it was not reasonable to
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assume surveyors to know thirty-six parameters from site to site and was able to
simplify his equations to depend on parameters likely known by site surveyors:
vertical velocities and anisotropic constants. Thomsen argued that with increasing
access to computing power, his equations, although complex, should be
implemented at every site.
In 1999, Ayres and Theilen presented improvements in analysis of pressure
and shear wave velocities in the Journal of Geophysical Prospecting (Ayres &
Theilen, 1999). In a laboratory setting, they drew strong correlations between
shear wave velocity and slit content, clay content, porosity, bulk density, water
content, and shear strength. Up to the point of publication, it was common
practice to use pressure wave velocity to shear wave velocity (𝑉) /𝑉" ) ratios to
distinguish between different sea-floor lithologies. Ayres and Theilen showed that
those ratios are “dangerous” assumptions because the ratio changes a significant
amount through anisotropic materials. Figure 5 shows some of the data that the
two collected in the lab. The plots show that shear wave velocities span a larger
range of values and group closer to the trend line than pressure wave velocities.
The larger range of values allows to better correlation between collected shear
wave velocities and the engineering property of interest.
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Figure 2.2: Ayres and Theilen data on pressure and shear wave velocities. Shear wave correlations (bottom)
are much stronger than pressure wave correlations (top) (Ayres & Theilen, 1999).

In 2007, Simone Kugler presented a method of determining 3-dimensional
shear wave velocities in marine sediments called Scholte-wave tomography
(Kugler, Bohlen, Forbroger, Bussat, & Klein, 2007). Scholte waves are defined as a
surface wave in an elastic medium at an interface with a fluid. The method
involves recording responses at sensors on the surface of the seafloor and buried
at a depth of 1 meter after an airgun fires in the water. The wavelengths of the
Scholte waves indicate depths to layer interfaces and a data inversion process
determines the velocities at those interfaces. Figure 6 shows the data that the
method generates for a given area. This method was a huge step in understanding
shear wave velocities at depths but does not account for lateral variation in elastic
properties. Kugler concludes that more work needs to be done in developing
methods that account for the anisotropic characteristics of soils.
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Figure 2.3: Shear wave velocity data generated by the Scholte-wave tomography method (Kugler et al.,
2007).

Five years later, Pilz combined the need for data on 3-dimensional shear
wave velocities and the advancing field of passive seismic techniques in a new
form of 3-dimensional shear wave tomography (Pilz, Parolai, Picozzi, & Bindi,
2012). Using ambient seismic noise as the excitation source instead of an airgun,
this method only requires placing twenty-one sensors and recording data for 30
minutes (Picozzi, Parolai, & Strollo, 2009). An area of great importance for this
method is the spacing between sensors to get high accuracy data. A large
drawback of this method is that it still does not account for non-homogeneous soil
behavior at the seafloor.
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Figure 2.4: 3-dimensional shear wave velocity data generated by Seismic noise tomography (Pilz et al.,
2012).

Each study shows the steps of progress towards fully understanding shear
wave propagation fields and being able to accurately interpret shear wave
velocities. At this time, of the dozens of geotechnical site characterization
techniques in use, only three interpret shear wave velocity data. Challenges that
remain are in the analysis of shear waves in soils with anisotropic characteristics
(Ewing, Carter, Sutton, & Bartow, 1992; Thorsos, Williams, Chotiros, Christoff, &
Commander, 2001). The use of shear waves in site characterization is still a
developing field. The history of the use of shear waves in geotechnical surveys
shows how much progress has been made as well as how there still remains major
areas of improvement for the methods used.
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2.2 Common Onshore Site Characterization Methods
2.2.1

Downhole Seismic Testing

Downhole Seismic Testing is an ASTM-International standard geotechnical
investigation method. The method is used to generate stratigraphic profiles of the
subsurface in a given area, investigate foundation properties, and perform in situ
investigation (“ASTM D7400-14,” 2014). This method is commonly used for
onshore site characterization.
The method requires drilling a borehole in the ground and hanging two
geophones or accelerometers at varying depths. The wave excitation source is a
device called a shear beam, a metal or wooden block typically 2.4 meters long,
placed on the ground 1 to 3 meters from the borehole. The shear beam is struck
on the sides with a hammer to induce a horizontally polarized shear wave. The
receivers within the borehole record motion at each point over time. The recorded
waveforms are interpreted to identify the first arrivals of both pressure waves and
shear waves.
The shear wave velocity through the soil is calculated by using the
difference in time of when the arrival is seen at each receiver and the difference
in straight line distance between the source and each receiver (“ASTM D7400-14,”
2014)t. The calculation assumes that the soils are laterally homogeneous and
applies Snell’s Law of Refraction at boundaries between layers. Wave velocities
are used to reference correlation charts that give an approximation of the soil
engineering properties, suggesting how the soil will behave under loading.
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The downhole seismic method is an example of a method that generates
a shear wave at the surface and records soil responses at points beneath the
surface. The test standard does not comment on precision of the method since
not enough data are available to verify the prescribed data.

Figure 2.5: Downhole Seismic Method configuration and Sample Data (“ASTM D7400-14,” 2014).

2.2.2

Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASW)

Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves is a method of non-destructive subsurface
testing used to determine the thickness and shear wave velocity profile of the
subsurface (Martins & Gomes Correia, 2014). The method involves striking the
surface of the ground vertically with a hammer to generate a wave. Striking the
surface generates a Rayleigh wave (Ellison, 2015), which have velocity values very
close to that of shear waves in a given medium.
Two accelerometers are placed on the surface of the ground at specified
distances from the source and record the wave profiles. Software calculates the
wave velocities from the elapsed time and uses dispersion curves to relate those
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velocities to wavelengths. The wavelengths are used to create a plot of shear wave
velocity versus depth, which is interpreted to determine layers of soils and silts.
The SASW method has an advantage in its simplicity of test configuration.
The wave source and receivers are minimally invasive and easy to set up, keeping
the total cost of the survey low. This aspect is something to strive towards in a
device for the offshore environment. Keeping instrumentation on the surface of
the seafloor prevents harm to animals and keeps site characterization costs low.

Figure 2.6: Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves Method configuration (Ganji, Gucunski, & Maher, 1997).

A similar method called the Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves
(MASW) is another commonly used test. The procedures involved in the MASW
test are very similar to those used in SASW but has a much larger array of sensors
at the ground surface. The higher density of sensors leads to higher quality data
collected at a given site. The maximum depth that the method can characterize
varies between 10 and 30 meters depending on the soil properties (Park & Miller,
2004). The MASW Method is slightly more expensive to run but is the preferred
method for higher quality data.
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2.2.3

Cone Penetration Test

The Cone Penetration Test is one of the most common geotechnical investigation
techniques used to interpret subsurface stratigraphy and engineering properties.
The main instrument, the penetrometer, consists of a series of cylindrical push
rods with a conical tip (“ASTM D5778-12,” 2012). Within the tip for compressiontype tests are two load cells which provide readings of the forces on the tip and
the forces on the sleeve caused by interface friction. The penetrometer is pushed
at a constant rate into the ground and the load cell readings map out the forces
associated with the cone resistance to move through the soil. The forces can be
correlated to engineering properties of soils in given areas.
Cone penetration tests are run to learn general stratigraphy of a site as
well as in locations of particular interest for obstructions. These tests are run in
areas where pile driving activities planned in order to detect the presence of
boulders in that location. The footprint of this test is small, requiring multiple tests
to be run at each site of pile driving if it is being used to detect the presence of
boulders.

Figure 2.7: Compression-Type Cone for CPT Test (“ASTM D7400-14,” 2014).
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2.3 Offshore Site Investigation Methods
For years, oil and gas companies have used towed streamers to collect subsurface
data. A pressure wave source off of the back of the ship generates waves that
travel through the water and then through the seafloor and reflect off of
anomalies and layer interfaces back to the sensors in the streamers. The method
provides a low-resolution image of the subsurface, with a focus on finding
interfaces between solids and liquids. Subsurface profiles are essential for the
discovery and analysis of shales of oil and gas in the offshore environment.
2.3.1

Offshore Methods Recording Shear Waves

In 1992, Schlumberger deployed a method of subsurface profiling that were more
accurate than the use of towed streamers called the 4C Nessie Cable Array
(Caldwell et al., 1999). The increase in accuracy came from moving the streamers
from the surface of the water to the seafloor, allowing for the collection of shear
wave velocity data. These shear waves are generated through refraction of the
pressure wave hitting the seafloor. Figure 2.8 shows how the addition of shear
wave velocity data increases the quality of 2-dimensional images of what lies
below the surface. The shear waves illuminate the top and bottom of the sand
while the pressure wave image only highlights the water-oil interface within the
sand.
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Figure 2.8: Nessie 4C MultiWave Array System configuration (Caldwell et al., 1999).

Figure 2.9: Top – Pressure wave image of oil field. Bottom – pressure and shear wave image of the same oil
field. The use of pressure and shear waves shows the top and bottom of the reservoir while the use of only
pressure wave only illuminates the oil (Caldwell et al., 1999).

The 4C Nessie Cable Array demonstrates how the use of shear waves
increases the surveyor’s understanding of what the subsurface looks like in a 2dimensional slice. One improvement of the method is to remove the use of a highenergy pressure wave that travels through the water. Removing the airgun as the
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energy source requires moving the wave source from the surface of the water to
the seafloor.
The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute (WHOI) conducted a study
between 1986 and 1988 in which they tested generating shear waves at the
seafloor and recording responses using sensors towed along the seafloor (Ewing
et al., 1992). The WHOI study was conducted at a time when shear wave
properties in shallow sediments were still unknown, as discussed in Section 3.2.
Due to the limited knowledge of the effects of anisotropy on the propagation
patterns of shear waves at the time, WHOI scientists had a difficult time drawing
conclusions from the data. The study did illuminate the importance of the spacing
and orientation of sensors in relation to the shear wave sources and the
development of seafloor shear wave sources.

Figure 2.10: Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute Seafloor Horizontally Polarized Shear Wave Source (Ewing
et al., 1992).

The 4C Nessie Cable Array has proven the feasibility of collecting shear wave
data at the seafloor, and the WHOI study made the first step towards generating
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shear waves on the seafloor. The 4C Nessie Cable Array is very expensive to deploy
due to its reliance on two vessels and the cables themselves being costly. The
expense and granular images of the subsurface make the system not an ideal
system for boulder detection.
2.3.2

Offshore Methods Recording Pressure Waves

Recent technological innovations have led to the development of new offshore
site characterization techniques using remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) and
large rigs deployed from ships. Pangeo Subsea, Inc. has developed two subsurface
imaging devices: The Acoustic Corer and the Sub Bottom Imager (SBI). The
Acoustic Corer is the closest to meeting the needs of the offshore wind industry
because it provides detailed information on obstructions in the marine subsurface
up to a depth of 40 meters as seen in Figure 2.11 (Yves Guigné & Blondel, 2017).
Drawbacks include the use of pressure waves and that the system provides
information on only a specific location before needing to be picked up and moved.
Getting this device in the exact location of interest is also difficult.
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Figure 2.11: The Acoustic Corer and 3D data provided by the system (Yves Guigné & Blondel, 2017).

The SBI uses remotely operated vehicle (ROV) technology to follow buried
pipelines offshore (Dinn, 2012). The ROV allows the data collection system to
move independently from a vessel and move dynamically even during harsh
weather conditions. The sensors only image the upper 3 meters of sediments
looking for pipes, which makes this exact device unsuitable for the detection of
boulders across an offshore wind plot.
The devices developed by Pangeo Subsea, Inc. provide relatively accurate
data on the subsurface environment, including stratigraphic layers and
obstructions greater than 0.4 meters in diameter. Room for improvement remains
in the amount of area surveyed, the depths surveyed, the cost of implementation,
and the use of pressure waves in the water column. As the field of offshore site
characterization matures, technology improvements will strive towards decreases
in cost and increasing dynamic methods of accurate data collection.
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2.4 Summary
The compiled literature review of site characterization techniques shows that
there is still room for improvement in looking towards making a device to work in
the offshore environment. There is extensive evidence that collecting accurate
shear wave velocities through the seafloor sediments will lead to higher resolution
correlations between shear wave velocities and engineering properties of the
stratum. These shear wave velocities have high potential for illuminating
anomalies in the subsurface, paving the wave for generating a map of a site that
includes the location, size and depth of anomalies in a stratum.
Many scientists have investigated the use of shear waves in geotechnical
engineering but very few geotechnical surveying methods incorporate the
interpretation of shear wave velocities. Much progress has been made, but the
field’s understanding of shear wave properties in anisotropic conditions is still
limited. Increased understanding of shear wave velocities include correlations to
porosity, bulk density, and silt content in homogeneous materials. In addition,
recording techniques have advanced to a point at which ambient noise can be
used to record wave velocities over time. The difficulties that remain have to do
with the effect of anisotropy on the ray path of shear waves. Shear wave velocity
profiles is still an active area of research.
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3 Technology Development
3.1 Overview
The system developed for experiments generates and records waveforms in a
sand tank. The tank is 0.91 meters in diameter, 0.61 meters deep, lined with a
geocomposite soil sheet drain (GSI item number: DATOTAL), and filled with finegrained sand. Within the sand tank, mechanical waves are generated using
specialized devices buried in the sand. The waves propagate through the sand and
are recorded with subsurface sensors. The collected data are analyzed to
determine first arrivals, peak voltage values from the sensors, and frequency
content. The system consists of hardware and software components. This chapter
will detail the development of the data collection system and analysis tools used
to acquire the data presented in following chapters.

3.2 Hardware
3.2.1

Electronics

The equipment within the sand tank constitutes an electro-mechanical system,
composed of electronic actuation, electronic sensing, and mechanical wave
generators. The electronics of the system include 3-axis accelerometers buried in
the sand, amplifiers used to increase those signals, and a data acquisition unit.
The sensors used are Grove 3-axis analog accelerometers. The Grove chip
breaks out voltage readings from an ADXL335 accelerometer into orthogonal
directions. The accelerometer outputs voltages corresponding to accelerations of
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the chip. The accelerometer is powered with 5 volts DC and the ADXL335 chip can
read accelerations in the ±3g range. Five feet of five-wire ribbon cable was
soldered to the two power leads (VCC and GND) and the voltage output leads (X,
Y, and Z). The terminal end of the ribbon cable was soldered to a 5-pin female
connector.

Figure 3.1: Grove Accelerometer

In order to prevent corrosion of the soldered connections on the grove
accelerometer, the sensors were encased in Loctite E-30CL epoxy. The mold for
the sensor was 3D modeled and printed in ABS plastic using a desktop 3D printer.
The interior of the mold was coated with vacuum grease as a release agent, the
mold was filled with well-incorporated epoxy, and the sensor was pushed in. The
mold was allowed to set for twenty-four hours before removing the sensor by
breaking the mold to free the piece.
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Figure 3.2: Epoxy encasing process (left) and final product (right) of Grove Accelerometer

The first validation experiment with the Grove accelerometer was to
record voltage sensitivity to changes in acceleration. This was done by recording
the voltage output values of one axis at a time with the chip’s axial direction
aligned with the direction of gravity. The chip was then rotated 180 degrees such
that the axis being recorded was opposite the direction of gravity. The difference
of these two readings was the sensitivity in units of mV/2g. Dividing by two, it was
found that the grove accelerometer had a sensitivity of 250 mV/g ± 2mV/g for
each axis.
To validate that the sampling frequency of the grove accelerometers was
sufficient for the planned experiments, a series of experiments were run at
frequencies higher than the 2000 Hertz maximum expected to occur for
mechanical waves traveling through sand. To generate higher frequency waves
with which to test the accelerometers, the accelerometers were affixed to a steel
pipe and recorded waves generated by impulses on the pipe. An oscilloscope was
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used to measure axial outputs of the accelerometer on the pipe. The steel pipe
was suspended in the air with two connection points holding it up. Striking the
steel pipe at one end produced high frequency waves through the pipe. The
oscilloscope was used to record the voltage output from the accelerometer.
Test data on the steel pipe were taken at a sampling frequency of 1 MHz.
The data shown in Figure 3.4 displays data averaged from fourteen trials of the
same test. During this test, the steel pipe was struck downward in the vertical
direction three inches behind the trigger sensor. The wave was recorded at the
trigger sensor as well as at a sensor affixed to the pipe 1.37 meters down the pipe.
The signal showed high stability between trials and recorded waveforms with
frequencies on the order of 3000 Hz. The sampling frequency was sufficiently large
to record these waves that were much higher frequency than the frequency of
waves traveling through sand.
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Figure 3.3: Steel Pipe Data Collection Setup
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Figure 3.4 Data Collected from Steel Pipe Vibrations using Grove Accelerometer and Oscilloscope

At low displacements, the Grove 3-Axis analog accelerometer voltage
outputs are very small. In order to better record the signals in the sand tank, the
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signals were amplified using a precision instrumentation amplifier. The flatline
voltage representing gravity acting on the sensor is first zeroed out before
amplification as to not saturate the NI USB-6251 input channel maximum. The
baseline voltage output is zeroed in a circuit before amplification using a resistorcapacitor circuit (RC circuit). The RC circuit has a resistance value of 10 kW and a
capacitance of 3.3 µF. After passing through the RC circuit, the voltage is amplified
using an AD524 amplifier powered at ±15V DC. The AD524 can amplify the signal
with a gain value of 10, 100, or 1000. The gain values are set using a series of three
rocker switches, which connect different ports of the amplifier for the desired gain
value. The output of the amplifier goes to the BNC cable connection to the NI USB6251. The circuit diagram for the circuit described can be seen in Figure 3.5. Eight
of these circuits were created for the eight channels of the data acquisition unit.
The combined circuit was compiled on one board and placed into a box with eight
input and eight output ports (Figure 3.6). An AC to DC power supply, model
number ECL15UT03-S, was used to supply +5V to the accelerometers and ±15V to
the AD524 chips.

Figure 3.5 Accelerometer Signal Amplification Circuit Diagram
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Figure 3.6 Electronics Box with 8 sensor inputs and 8 BNC outputs to the NI USB-6251.

The NI USB-6251 is a 16-bit data acquisition unit with 8 analog input
channels and 2 analog output channels. The system has a range of ±10V reading
and a maximum rate of 1.00 MS/s for multichannel readings. The analog output
channels have a range of ±10 volts and ±5 mA. In experiments, the analog input
channels were used for recording accelerometer signals and one analog output
channel was used to trigger the actuation of the wave generator.
The analog output channel of the NI USB-6251 runs to a relay switch. This
switch, a HALPIN HE722A0510 1650, closes when powered with 10V and 5mA. The
closed switch allows DC voltage to run from a separate power supply to the
solenoid attached to the wave generator. The analog output channel from the NI
USB-6251 sends the low power signal, which closes the switch. The switch
completes a circuit with a 12-volt power supply and a solenoid, causing the
actuation of the solenoid. The solenoid used is a linear intermittent pull solenoid
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powered by DC current (McMaster part number: 70155K311). The piston of the
solenoid is held ¾ of an inch from the base of the barrel with a spring. When
powered with 12 volts, the solenoid pulls the piston into the barrel until the piston
hits the base of the solenoid. The piston hitting the bottom of the solenoid is the
impulse that moves the wave generator through the sand.
3.2.2

Wave Generation Devices

Two wave generation devices were used to generate waveforms in the sand tank:
a shearing plate and a torsional rod. The plate is made from ½ inch aluminum
metal sheet and was cut to have dimensions of 10 cm X 20 cm X 1.3 cm. A 0.64 cm
diameter hole was drilled in the center of the top edge of the plate and then
threaded. A threaded rod was screwed into the hole and tension was applied with
a washer and nut. The front face of the plate was covered in a thin layer of epoxy
and laid on a bed of sand. The rigid layer of sand on the surface allows for better
coupling between the plate and the surrounding sand. An accelerometer was
affixed to the back face of the plate with high strength glue, 2.5 cm from the top
edge and centered along the width.
The plate was actuated using the pull solenoid discussed in Section 3.2.1.
The solenoid was affixed to the threaded rod using a custom-made bracket. The
bracket is u-shaped and connects to the solenoid with screws on two sides. The
base of the bracket, a through-hole allows for the threaded rod to pass through.
The bracket is secured to the rod using two nuts and two washers.
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Figure 3.7: Shear plate with sandy surface (left), solenoid affixed upright to threaded rod on plate (middle),
and solenoid affixed upside down (right)

The second device was the torsional rod. The device was formed using 5.08
cm (2 in.) PVC piping, 4.45 cm (1.75 in.) steel pipe, and a cap formed from solid
5.08 cm diameter steel rod. The end cap was cut to the desired length of 6.35 cm
(2.5 in.) with the horizontal bandsaw. The material from the inset of the cap was
removed using the lathe, giving the cap an inner diameter of 4.45 cm and an
interior female gland for a dash number 027 O-ring. The O-ring has dimensions of
3.33 cm (1 5/16 in.) and width of 0.16 cm (1/16 in.) is intended to keep the interior
of the shaft dry. Additionally, three through holes threaded for 5/16” – 18 screws
were drilled 0.64 cm from the top face.
An accelerometer was placed in the interior of the steel pipe prior to the
end cap being affixed. The sensor was secured in the base of the steel pipe using
epoxy. The sensor was held against one edge of the pipe with electrical tape while
epoxy was injected into the base of the steel pipe through a plexiglass barrier with
small holes on either side of the sensor. With an O-ring in the inset of the end cap,
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the steel pipe was pushed into the cap and the connection was fixed with three
stainless steel set screws.

Figure 3.8 Torsional Wave Generator

3.3 Software
The two main software programs used were LabVIEW and MATLAB. LabVIEW was
used to run experiments through the NI USB-6152. MATLAB was the main tool
used for post-processing of data and informing design decisions for data
acquisition parameters.
3.3.1

Data Acquisition

Data collection in the sand tank was driven by a LabVIEW program on the NI USB6251 data acquisition unit. The program was developed to have an easy-to-use
interface that allows for specification of key parameters: input channels for data,
output channels for actuation, high and low cutoff frequencies for filtering, and
sampling rate. Desired attributes of the program included consistent timing
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between actuation of the wave generators and recording of data from the
accelerometers and filtering noise out of the input data. Through the development
of the program, input parameters were refined in order to get to the final version
used in the acquisition of data used for analysis.
The final program ran on a desktop computer next to the test bed with the
NI USB-6251 connected via USB. Before each run of the program, the user can
select which channels to record, the number of data points to collect per channel,
the sampling rate, and the cutoff frequencies used to filter the input data. When
the user runs the program, data is read from the specified analog input channels
at the specified rate and a voltage is sent out of the analog output port, triggering
the solenoid. The program records the number of samples specified by the user.
The program uses a bandpass Butterworth filter to take out most noise of the
system. The user controls the low and high cutoff frequencies which passes the
desired frequency range to the final data plot. The program displays the data in
real time and then saves all data points to an excel file to be accessed later. The
front panel of this program is presented in Appendix A.
Data from the LabVIEW program is written out to an Excel Spreadsheet
with the time step in column A and recorded data from each sensor in the
following columns. The filename always starts with ST for Shear Tank, followed by
the number test that is being conducted, counting from the first test. After the
number comes an abbreviation for the configuration in the tank (i.e. 2C, 3C, 4C).
Duplicated of the same test completed for data stacking purposes are denoted by
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an additional number after the configuration title. A sample filename is
“ST_32_4C_2,” which denotes the second trial of a test with configuration 4C, the
32nd unique test in the shear tank.
3.3.2

Data Analysis

Post processing of data was done using MATLAB. Scripts written in MATLAB were
used to generate motion plots of the sensors, perform fast Fourier transforms on
the signals, and further cut or filter the saved data. MATLAB serves as a good
visualization tool for the data collected. Figures presented in following chapters
were generated using MATLAB. The scripts used can be found in Appendix A.
MATLAB was used in preliminary analysis of signals from the
accelerometers and informed design decisions for the experimental setup. Using
a sample signal with 2,000 data points taken at a sampling rate of 50,000 Hz, the
signal (Figure 3.9) was cut into two sections: one of just the baseline noise before
the wave actuation (Figure 3.10), and one with just the actuated waveform (Figure
3.11).

Figure 3.9 Data from Trigger and Response of Shear Plate Actuated in the Sand Tank
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Figure 3.10 Data from Trigger and Response Accelerometers with No Impulse

Figure 3.11 Trigger and Response Waveforms with Impulse

A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was performed on both portions of the
signal and the frequency distributions were compared. The FFT performed on the
baseline data, seen in Figure 3.12 shows noise frequencies above 1500 Hz as well
as significant portions between 0 and 400 Hz. The FFT performed on the portion
of the signal with the waveform in Figure 3.13 shows peaks at frequencies
between 300 and 450 Hz. These plots were used to inform the filters applied to
the incoming signals. A bandpass filter with a low cutoff frequency of 150 Hz and
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high cutoff frequency of 1500 Hz was found to take out a significant portion of the
noise in the signal and keep the integrity of the waveform. This frequency range
was used in the LabVIEW program as the Butterworth low cutoff and high cutoff
frequencies.

Figure 3.12 Fast Fourier Transform of No Impulse Data in Figure 3.9

Figure 3.13 Fast Fourier Transform of Impulse Data from Figure 3.10
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The standardized postprocessing of data collected in the tank was done
through one MATLAB script. Data from repeat trials of the same test
configurations are stacked and averaged to see the trends between tests. To stack
the data, the timing of the trigger signal needs to be aligned for the trials being
added. The program takes in as many trials as desired for a single test
configuration and catalogs the maximum value of the trigger signal for each test.
All trials are then aligned such that the first peak of the trigger signal is at the same
time for each trial. The program then stacks and averages each line of data from
the NI USB-6251 input channel. The averaged data are graphed with the peaks of
each data line marked as seen in Figure 3.14. The time and amplitude of each peak
is cataloged and used to calculate wave velocity between sensors and for creating
attenuation plots. The average value and standard deviation of the flatline data is
taken for each channel. The compiled data, averages, and peak values are written
to an excel file.

Figure 3.14 MATLAB Generated Graph Showing Stacked and Averaged Data with Marked Peaks
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When a complete test is run for one configuration, there are four sensors
gathering acceleration data in the x, y, and z directions for actuation of the wave
generation in two directions. The data is separated by axial direction being
recorded and direction of wave generator actuation. By this method, six plots are
generated with four data lines in each plot. The plots show the arrival and peak
amplitudes of a wave moving through the tank with increasing distance from the
source. Figure 3.15 shows an example set of all data from one configuration. This
data presentation method allows for focus on waves moving in each axial direction
through the tank.
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Figure 3.15 All Data Presented for One Test Configuration in the Sand Tank.
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4 Methods
Laboratory methods were developed to test the effectiveness of using shear
waves in subsurface imaging. A test bed consisting of a 0.91-meter diameter sand
tank equipped with accelerometers and a data acquisition unit. This chapter will
discuss the development of the test bed and the procedures used during data
analysis.

4.1 Experimental Setup
4.1.1

Testing Medium

The main testing medium was a mix of two sand types in the large tank. The mix
was made using play sand and a finer sand CN-501 Density Sand. The two types of
dry sand were well-incorporated using a concrete mixer (Figure 4.1) and had a
final density of 1.761 g/cm3. The result was 0.4 m3 of homogeneous sand.

Figure 4.1 Before and After Mixing of Two Sand Types
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Preliminary experiments were conducted in a 0.02 m3 bucket filled with
the incorporated sand. The torsional wave generator and one accelerometer were
buried 0.2 meters beneath the surface. During this experiment, pulses through the
sand were recorded with the Grove accelerometer both at atmospheric pressure
and under vacuum. For trials under vacuum, a sheet of plastic was placed over the
top of the bucket with holes in the plastic for the wave generator and a vacuum
line (Figure 4.2). The bucket was put under vacuum and recordings at
accelerometers in the rod and at the buried sensors were saved using an
oscilloscope. The test was run by tapping the torsional rod handle gently with a
metal rod, causing movement of the end cap in contact with the sand. These tests
verified that the pulses generated by the torsional rod would travel through the
medium and be recorded by the grove accelerometer. Trials of this test run under
vacuum showed slightly larger peaks at the response accelerometer than tests run
under atmospheric pressure.

Figure 4.2 Experimental Setup with Small Sand Bucket under Vacuum
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The 0.91-meter diameter tank walls were lined on the sides and bottom
with the geosynthetic membrane in preparation for filling with sand. This lining
softens the sides in order to reduce the impact of boundary reflections (Figure
4.3). The well-incorporated sand mixture was then added to the tank. After each
bucket of sand was added to the tank, the top surface of the sand was tamped by
hand with a 2.5 cm X 2.5 cm plate. Once the tank was filled to a level of 30.5
centimeters, the wave generator was placed in its desired location and secured
using three connection points to the edge of the tank (Figure 4.3). The lines
connecting the rod to the edge had enough tension to prevent movement of the
rod. A layer of five more centimeters of sand mixture were added to the tank and
the accelerometers were placed in desired locations with the accelerometer y-axis
pointing vertically and the accelerometer z-axis pointing towards the wave
generator. As the remainder of the tank was filled, sand was carefully added above
the accelerometers and tamped between the wires.
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Figure 4.3 Filling of the Sand Tank with Placement of Wave Actuator and Accelerometers

4.1.2

Accelerometer Array

A series of configurations were used in the sand tank between tests. A
standardized method is used for removing and placing accelerometers. The
necessary equipment includes a shop vacuum with a flexible tube attachment and
clean interior, accelerometer to be placed or removed, and a thin-walled pipe with
a minimum inner diameter of 3.8 centimeters and length of 45.7 centimeters. The
following steps were followed for removing sensors in the medium:
1. Mark the exterior of the pipe with the height of the sensor beneath the
surface.
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2. Measure 45.7 centimeters from the end of the flexible vacuum tube and
mark.
3. String the wires of the accelerometer through the pipe.
4. Push the pipe vertically over the sensor into the medium until the mark on
the pipe is even with the top surface of the sand or as far as possible if
resistance is too high to align the mark with the surface of the sand.
5. If the mark is not yet even with the sand, extract the sand from the interior
of the pipe with the vacuum, pushing the flexible vacuum tube into the
pipe until the 45.7 cm mark is aligned with the top of the pipe.
6. Push the pipe into the medium until the mark is aligned with the top
surface of the sand.
7. Extract remaining sand by pushing vacuum tube into the pipe until the
mark on the pipe is aligned with the top of the pipe.
8. Pull out the sensor by the wires.
9. Fill pipe with sand.
10. Tamp sand inside the tube.
11. Remove pipe slowly.
12. Tamp top surface of tank.
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Figure 4.4 Equipment used for Removal of Sensor from Medium

Additional materials required for placing sensors include a meterstick and a
sensor. The following steps are for placing sensors in desired locations:
1. Measure out desired location and mark on the top surface of the sand.
2. Mark distance corresponding to desired depth of sensor on the pipe.
3. Align edge of pipe with the measured spot on the surface of the sand and
push down vertically as far as possible.
4. Extract sand using flexible tube of the vacuum.
5. Push pipe into sand until the mark aligns with the top surface of the sand.
6. Vacuum out remaining sand, pushing the vacuum tube into the pipe until
the mark on the vacuum tube aligns with the top of the pipe.
7. Insert meterstick into the pipe.
8. Position meterstick such that it is pushed against the pipe on the side
closest to the measured distance from the wave generator and its width is
perpendicular to the wave generator.
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9. Push new sensor down the space formed between the meterstick and the
side of the pipe such that the positive z-direction of the accelerometer
faces the wave generator.
10. Pour sand over the sensor in the pipe and in the open space of the pipe
until level of sand inside the tube is 2.5 centimeters above level of sand
tank surface level.
11. Tamp sand inside pipe.
12. Remove meterstick.
13. Remove pipe slowly.
14. Tamp top surface of tank.

Figure 4.5 Equipment Used for Placement of Sensor in Medium.

Between configurations, the wave generation device need to be placed in
the desired locations. A standard stove pipe was used to move them. The
following steps were followed for moving the wave generation devices:
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1. Mark the desired depth of the wave generator on the exterior of the stove
pipe.
2. Measure out the desired location for the wave generator.
3. Center the stove pipe around the desired location on the top surface of the
sand.
4. Push the stove pipe straight down with one hand on each side of the pipe
until the mark reaches the top surface of the sand.
5. Vacuum out all material from within the stove pipe.
6. Place wave generator in center of stove pipe in desired orientation.
7. Use sand from the vacuum to slowly fill in the stove pipe around the wave
generator until top surface is even with tank sand level.
8. Tamp the top surface of sand inside the stove pipe.
9. Remove stove pipe using two pairs of pliers on opposite sides of the pipe.
10. Tamp top surface of tank.
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Figure 4.6 Stove Pipe with Removed Sand Used to Replace Shear Plate

4.1.3

Actuation of Wave Generator

Multiple methods were investigated for actuating the two wave generators. For
the shearing plate source, preliminary tests were conducted by tapping the top of
the threaded rod attached to the plate with thin metal sheets. For a more
repeatable actuation force, subsequent tests were conducted using a ball drop
method. The ball drop mechanism was made from 2.5-cm (1-inch) PVC pipe and a
PVC endcap. A 0.64-cm hole was drilled through the endcap such that the
threaded rod on the shear plate could pass through. The endcap was affixed to
the threaded rod by tightening nuts on either side of the cap. The PVC pipe was
then fitted into the endcap such that it stood straight above the shear plate rod
(Figure 4.7). A steel ball was held to the top of the pipe with a magnet that could
be removed from the outside. When the magnet was removed, the ball dropped
from the top of the PVC tube to the head of the threaded rod. Sample data of this
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method can be seen in Figure 4.8. Repeatability of this impulse was still relatively
low due to the variations in the location that the ball hit the head of the threaded
rod.

Figure 4.7 Ball Drop Method PVC Configuration
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Figure 4.8: Shear Plate Accelerometer Vertical Voltage Output for Six Trials Using Ball Drop
Method Showing High Variation Between Trials

The next experiments actuated the shear plate using a pull solenoid. The solenoid
was affixed to the shearing plate using a custom U-bracket. The bracket has a
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through hole for the threaded rod of the plate to pass through and three through
holes to affix the solenoid to the sides. The solenoid has a metal casing with
threaded screw holes for M3.5 screws. The solenoid was rigidly connected with
three screws that pass through the bracket and thread into the solenoid casing.
This actuation method was found to be much more repeatable than the previously
attempted methods. A repeatability study was conducted by recording the three
axes of the sensor affixed to the plate. Fifteen trials of the same test were run,
and a statistical analysis was conducted on the variation of peak voltages and time
between trials. Figure 4.9 through Figure 4.11 data from the fifteen trials in the
three axial directions of the accelerometer affixed to the shear plate. The trials
were analyzed for repeatability and the coefficient of variation was determined
for the timing and voltage value of the first three peaks across the trials.
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Figure 4.9: Shear Plate Accelerometer Vertical Voltage when Actuated Down
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Figure 4.10 Shear Plate Accelerometer Side to Side Voltage when Actuated Down
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Figure 4.11 Shear Plate Back and Forth Motion when Actuated Down

The data show much more movement in the planar movement of the shear plate
than movement out of plane. The fifteen trials demonstrate that the solenoid
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produces a repeatable impulse at the plate. The same test was performed after
switching the actuator to giving a down impulse on the shearing plate.
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Figure 4.12: Shear Plate Accelerometer Vertical Voltage when Actuated Up
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Figure 4.13 Shear Plate Accelerometer Side to Side Voltage when Actuated Up
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Figure 4.14 Shear Plate Accelerometer Back and Forth Voltage when Actuated Up

Trials actuated up show similar results to the tests actuated down, but there is
slightly more repeatability in the down trials. Again, the most motion is seen in
the plane of the long face of the plate and less motion is recorded out of plane.
Most interest is in the reproducibility of the vertical motion of the plate. The
coefficient of variation of the timing of the peaks on the vertical reading between
trials was less 1% showing high levels of repeatability. When five trials were
selected at random from the fifteen, the calculated averages differed by less than
0.5%. It was determined that the method was repeatable and that future test
configurations would require only five trials for stacking and averaging. Figure 4.15
shows the vertical and horizontal error bars of the averaged data for the vertical
motion of the plate in both up and down actuated trials. The first two peaks of
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each directional actuation have very narrow bands of time and voltage variation
at the peaks.
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Figure 4.15: Statistical Analysis of Peak Value and Timing for Fifteen Up Trials and Fifteen Down
Trials. Error bars show horizontal and vertical variability on the first three peaks of each
compilation.

A large factor contributing to the increase in stability between trials in these
experiments from previous experiments was the implementation of a bandpass
Butterworth filter during data acquisition. The filter removed the electronic white
noise in the signal, greatly reducing variability seen between trials. The actuation
of the plate up showed higher variability between trials than actuation of the plate
down as the solenoid moved against gravity to generate the impulse up.
For the torsional rod actuation, the first tests were run by tapping the
handle with a metal rod. To increase repeatability, the next actuation method was
a pendulum with a fixed point above the rod handle. A rig was constructed over
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the tank to serve as the base of a pendulum. 2 in X 4 in pieces of wood were
screwed into the wooden platform beneath the sand tank on opposite sides. Two
inches from the top face, 2.5-cm diameter through holes were drilled into each
two-by-four and a three-foot length of rebar was hung between the two holes
such that it was suspended 38 centimeters above the top of the tank.
The first pendulum was made from a 1.3-cm (0.5-in) piece of PVC pipe 13
centimeters in length, a clamp, and a metal rod. The rebar went through the
section of PVC pipe such that the pipe rotated around the rebar. The clamp then
screwed down on the PVC pipe allowing for free rotation of the clamp around the
rebar. The threaded rod was clamped to the other side of the clamp such that the
rod would hit the handle of the wave generator when swinging. With the torsional
wave generator buried in the sand below the rebar, the impulse to the handle of
the rod was given by lifting the rod and letting go, allowing for the rod to fall
against the rod handle. Figure 4.16 shows the pendulum configuration with both
the threaded rod and the next set up using a hanging weight. Data from the trials
using the threaded rod showed high levels of variation in the rod movement
between trials (Figure 4.17). The next iteration of the pendulum design was to
remove many of the rigid parts of the pendulum. This version had a piece of nylon
rope loosely knotted around the PVC section and tied to a 50-gram weight such
that its free-hanging height was at the level of the rod handle. When the weight
was raised and dropped, the 5-gram weight hitting the handle generated the pulse
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in the torsional rod. Data collected with this actuation method showed much less
variation between trials (Figure 4.18).

Figure 4.16 Pendulum Configurations Used with Torsional Rod
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Figure 4.17: Torsional Rod Accelerometer Side to Side Response to Rigid Pendulum Actuation
Method
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Figure 4.18: Torsional Rod Accelerometer Side to Side Response to Soft Pendulum Actuation
Method

Using the soft pendulum, the data show a faster decrease in the peaks of the rod
acceleration than with the rigid pendulum. The soft pendulum provides more of a
unit impulse than the rigid pendulum. Both sets of data show high levels of
electronic noise as they were not filtered. A higher level of repeatability between
trials was desired for actuating the torsional rod, so the use of a solenoid was
tested as well.
The final actuation method used for the torsional rod to collect the data
discussed in Chapter 5 made use of a push solenoid. The solenoid was mounted
using a custom L-bracket attached to a 2-by-4 suspended over the sand tank. The
piston of the solenoid was aligned to be at the same height as the handle of the
torsional rod. The bracket was secured to the 2-by-4 with one screw aligned with
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the center of the torsional rod such that pivoting the bracket around the screw
brought the solenoid to points on the handles equidistant from the center of the
rod on either side. This configuration allows for easy reversal of impulse to
examine polarization.

Figure 4.19 Solenoid Actuation of Torsional Rod for Clockwise (left) and Counterclockwise (right) impulses.
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Figure 4.20 Accelerometer Data from Base of Rod, Five Trials Actuating the Torsional Rod with
the Solenoid.
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The repeatability study for the torsional rod showed better stability between
trials than the use of the soft pendulum. Again, these data were filtered with a
bandpass Butterworth filter, taking out the electronic noise of the system.

4.2 Experimental Procedures
In preparation of running a test, the tank is checked for a list of requirements in
terms of the physical setup of the test. The pulse direction is set by securing the
solenoid in the U-bracket in the desired direction such that the piston of the
solenoid either generates a pulse on the plate up or down. The accelerometers
read by the NI USB-6251 are selected by plugging in the desired two sensors to
ports three and four of the gain box. From the port, the x, y, and z outputs from
the accelerometer are split to go to individual ports of the data acquisition unit.
The sensor attached to the plate is to remain in port 2 of the gain box, which reads
the vertical component of the accelerometer. With the sensors selected, the
experimenter decides the gain of each channel by opening the gain box and using
the toggle switches to select a gain of 10, 100, or 1000. It was found that best
practice was to use a gain of 100 for sensors within 25.4 centimeters of the wave
generator and a gain of 1000 for sensors further away. This prevents saturation of
the ±10V input range of the NI USB-6251.
Parameters are set in the software before each test. The parameters
selected on the front panel of the LABVIEW program are sampling rate, input
channels, output channel, low cutoff frequency, high cutoff frequency, and output
filename. Parameters used for experiments are listed in Appendix A with the
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LabVIEW program. With the parameters set, the experimenter presses play on the
program. The program collects data, actuates the solenoid for the impulse, and
filters the input signals. The data are saved as one sheet in an excel file in a folder
specified by the user on the front panel of the program.
To complete data collection for one configuration, six separate tests need
to be run. The required tests are: 12.7-cm and 25.4-cm sensors with up pulse,
25.4-cm and 38.1-cm sensors with the up pulse, 38.1-cm and 50.8-cm sensors with
up pulse, and the same three distances for down pulses. Each test is replicated
five times for stacking and averaging.
Using these methods, four configurations were run in the tank. The first
three configurations used the shearing plate wave generator and the fourth
method used the torsional rod wave generator. The first configuration, called
Shearing Plate: 0 degrees, was set up such that the sandy side of the shearing plate
faced down the center of the sand tank, with four accelerometers spaced five
inches apart on a single axis, perpendicular to the plate face. The plate was buried
such that the bottom edge of the plate was 26.1 centimeters beneath the surface.
The accelerometers were buried eight inches beneath the surface along an axis
defined by the plate’s centerline. To run the second configuration (Shearing Plate:
45 degrees), the plate was rotated about the threaded rod 45 degrees using the
technique described above. The third configuration (Shearing Plate: 90 degrees)
was set up by rotating the plate an additional 45 degrees in the same direction
and had the long face of the plate perpendicular to the axis of the accelerometers.
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The final configuration (Torsional Rod) had the torsional rod as the wave
generation device centered where the threaded rod had been on previous trials.
Figure 4.21 shows a visualization of the configurations with the wave generator
and the four accelerometers remain in the same location between configurations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.21 Test Configurations of Wave Generator and Four Accelerometers with (a) shear plate at 0
degrees, (b) shear plate at 45 degrees, (c) shear plate at 90 degrees, and (d) torsional rod.

4.3 Data Analysis
4.3.1 Velocity Analysis
Data analysis is performed through MATLAB scripts. Preliminary consolidation of
data is performed by the MATLAB file “CompileTrials.” This script takes in multiple
trials and aligns the first peak of the accelerometer attached to the wave
generator such that the start of the signal for each trial occurs at the same time.
The data from the response at the accelerometers in the sand are shifted with the
trigger such that waveforms between trials align. The program then averages data
from each analog input over the number of input trials. The input filename,
output filename, direction of solenoid from that test, and the gain value on the
accelerometer channels are changed before each test. The input filename includes
all Excel filenames from trials of the same test. The MATLAB script is run once the
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parameters are set. If the test has been run with a gain of 100 on the
accelerometer signals, the data points are multiplied by 10 to normalize with data
gathered with a gain of 1000. The script generates plots of aligned trials and
stacked data for immediate analysis and saves all important data to an Excel file
with the specified output filename. In the Excel file, the sheet titled
“ComputedAverage” has the averaged signals over all trials and the locations and
voltage values of peaks on each data line. Additionally, the program takes the
average and standard deviation of the flat line portion of each data line. The
average minus the standard deviation, the average, and the average plus the
standard deviation are written for each line to the excel file.
An algorithm was used for picking first arrivals used in determining wave
velocity through the tank. These steps are to be followed when looking at the
output Excel file generated by the “CompareTrials” script. The process is prepared
by going through the following steps:
1. In the “ComputedAverage” sheet, insert a scatter plot from the data.
2. Right-click on the figure and select “Select Data.”
3. Click Add and add peak data points to the plot by selecting the x-values
and y-values in columns K and L.
With the plot made and peak values added on top as a separate dataset, the
following steps are used for determining the minimum, maximum, and average
arrival times.
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1. From the matrix on the right, copy the minimum value of the input line of
interest to the top of the column adjacent to the matrix of input data.
2. Fill the column to the bottom with the same value.
3. Generate a plot using the time step from column A, the input data line of
interest, and the column of constant values just created.
4. Identify the first peak picked by the MATLAB program on the plot with all
data lines.
5. Identify the first break from the horizontal line before the peak in question.
6. Record the timestep of the data point.
7. Copy the average value of the input line of interest and replace all
minimum value cells with the average value.
8. Repeat steps 5 and 6.
9. Copy the maximum value of the input line of interest and replace all
average value cells with the maximum value.
10. Repeat steps 5 and 6.
11. Highlight the arrival time that corresponds to the flatline value that was
closest to the peak.
A record is created for the arrival times picked using minimum and maximum
values of the noise band of the data. The velocities are then calculated between
sensors by taking the difference in arrival times for the same axis, dividing the
actuator to sensor distance, typically 0.12 meters (5 inches), by the signal time lag.
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The preferred velocity value is taken to be the one calculated using the bound of
the noise band that correlates to the side of the first peak of the signal.
Once all four test variations of a configuration have been run through the
preliminary “CompileTrials” script, a second MATLAB script, “Plot4Sensors.m” is
used to generate informative plots. The filenames that the first script output with
the compiled data are written in as the file-in name and it is ensured that the
correct sensors and directions correspond to the columns read into the program.
The program is run, and the script generates six plots: sensor X directions with up
pulse, sensor Y directions with up pulse, sensor Z directions with up pulse, and
three plots corresponding to the same axes with a down pulse. The peaks of each
data line are marked on the plot. The plots provide a visualization of arrival times
and peak values at each sensor and the effect of an increasing distance from the
source.
Wave velocities were calculated using the delta time between first peaks
of acceleration plots between sensors. Using the plots generated by
“Plot4Sensors.m,” the first marked peak of each input is highlighted and recorded
in an Excel file. Calculations are done to find the delta time between adjacent
sensors in the sand tank and calculate the velocity based on that information. The
velocities calculated using the first arrival method and the peak value method
were compared for each axis.
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4.3.2 Attenuation Analysis
The peak values of the accelerometer data were analyzed to determine the rate
of energy dissipation in the tank. Using the plots generated by the
“Plot4Sensors.m” script, the values of the first two peaks were recorded in a
separate Excel sheet. The absolute value of the first two peaks in all three axial
directions were used to represent the first waveform packet of energy. For each
configuration, the summed acceleration values at each location in the tank were
plotted as a function of distance from the wave generator. A best-fit exponential
equation is generated in Excel for each configuration. An attenuation curve can
be fit to the data points using the following standard attenuation equation
(Ashmawy, Salgado, Guha, & Drnevich, 1995),
/

𝐴 = 𝐴. 0 𝑒 230

Equation 4.1

where 𝐴. is the acceleration value input from the source, R is the distance from
the first accelerometer, and 𝛼 is a linear attenuation coefficient.
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5 Results and Discussion
5.1 Overview
Aspects of how energy propagates from a wave generator through the sand were
analyzed for two wave actuation methods. Wave velocity, polarization of waves,
and attenuation of wave energy were investigating using the data collected in the
sand tank. The methods presented in the previous chapter were used to collect
and analyze all data.

5.2 Results from Shear Plate Tests
Three configurations using the shear plate were tested in the sand tank with
varying angles of the shear plate in reference to the line of accelerometers in the
sand. The tests are referred to as: 0 degrees, 45 degrees, and 90 degrees (Figure
4.21). This array of tests was run to understand the wave field generated by the
shear plate being actuated by the solenoid in both up and down directions.
5.2.1

Shear Plate Wave Velocity

The expected shear and pressure wave velocities were calculated using the
relationship between void ratio, effective stress, and shear modulus. The sand
mixture in the tank had a calculated void ratio of 0.66 and the effective stress at
the depth of the accelerometers (0.203 meters beneath the surface) was
calculated to be 0.035. Relationships between void ratio and effective stress
presented in Gu et al. (2013) were extrapolated to much lower effective stress
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levels than the stresses at which the relationships were developed. Using the
extrapolated relationships, shear modulus (G0) was calculated to be between 20
and 24 MPa (Equation 5.1) and the constrained modulus (M0) was calculated to
be between 91 and 72 MPa (Equation 5.2). The shear wave velocity and pressure
wave velocity were calculated using the following equations (Gu, Yang, & Huang,
2013):
𝐺. = 𝜌(𝑉" )7

Equation 5.1

𝑀. = 𝜌(𝑉9 )7

Equation 5.2

Shear wave velocity was calculated to fall between 105 m/s and 120 m/s, and
pressure wave velocity was calculated to fall between 205 m/s and 230 m/s.
Given the configuration of the sand tank, 1 meter in diameter, at a distance
0.127 meters (5 inches) from the wave source, a shear wave is expected to arrive
0.0013 seconds after the arrival of the pressure wave. At 0.508 meters (20 inches)
from the source, the shear wave is expected to arrive 0.0051 seconds after the
arrival of the pressure wave. These values are used to interpret the waveforms
seen in three axes at the accelerometer. At 0.508 meters, boundary reflections
become a concern for what type of wave energy is being seen in the data. The
sensor placed 0.508 meters from the source is 0.165 meters from the back wall of
the tank. This means that a pressure wave that has bounced off of the back wall
would reach the accelerometer at the same time as the shear wave coming
directly from the wave generator. The minimum distance for a boundary reflection
wave to travel from the wave generator to a sensor is 0.790 meters. Pressure wave
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reflections covering this distance may be seen in the waveforms 0.0034 seconds
after actuation of the wave generator. These reflected waves make it very difficult
to definitively interpret the wave types.
Figures 5.1 – 5.3 show the axial responses to the shear wave generator
being actuated both up and down. One axial response at the four sensors is
plotted on each graph and the peaks are marked. In each plot, it can be seen that
as distance from the source increases, the magnitudes of the waves decrease and
the arrival times get later. Comparing the axial responses to up versus down
impulses, observations can be made about the polarization of signal based on the
input. Shear wave energy would lead to a reversal of the first arrival direction in
the signal when the source is reversed while pressure wave energy would lead to
responses in the same direction for reversed impulses. Results from the plate at 0
degrees (Figure 5.1), 45 degrees, (Figure 5.2), and 90 degrees (Figure 5.3) show
changes in the amount of peak accelerations for each axial direction as the ray
path angle from the centerline of the plate increases.
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Figure 5.1: Axial responses across four accelerometers at 0 degrees when Shear Plate is actuated in both up
and down directions
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Figure 5.2: Axial responses across four accelerometers at 45 degrees when Shear Plate is actuated in both up
and down directions
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Figure 5.3: Axial responses across four accelerometers at 90 degrees when Shear Plate is actuated in both up
and down directions

Based on the data in Figures 5.1-5.3, some initial observations can be made about
the amounts of energy between configurations and axial directions. The energy
levels are highest with the plate oriented at 0 degrees (Figure 5.1) and lowest
when the plate is at 90 degrees (Figure 5.3). This suggests that the majority of
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energy from the plate travels through the medium along centerline of the front
face of the plate. This is consistent with surface area in contact with the sand. The
maximum accelerometer outputs for each configuration are in the y-direction,
parallel with the axis of actuation. However significant amounts of energy are seen
in the x- and z-directions as well, suggesting that the waveform is not purely
vertically polarized. With all data from the three configurations of the shear plate,
wave velocities, polarization, and attenuation of the signals can be analyzed for
each axial direction.
The data were used to determine wave velocity through the medium using
two methods. The first method requires picking the first arrival of the wave as the
time that the data diverge from the flat line average. The difference between first
arrival times at adjacent sensors are used to calculate the wave velocity between
each pair of sensors. The second method uses the length of time between first
peaks in one axial direction at adjacent sensors. The three velocity values
calculated between adjacent sensors are averaged to represent the wave velocity
in an axial direction for each configuration. Table 5.1 show the velocity values
obtained for both actuation directions over all tests. The two methods produced
similar velocity values for the same sets of data, and the method using peak values
is preferred for future trials for it is a less time-intensive process.
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Table 5.1: Velocity values calculated from time steps obtained from the first arrivals algorithm in Chapter 4 and the peak to peak time steps for trials with shearing plate actuated up and down.
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With the expected wave velocities to fall between 105 m/s to 230 m/s for shear
and pressure waves, most velocities calculated from the data fall within this
expected range. The velocity data do not allow for conclusions to be drawn on
whether the waves are shear waves or pressure waves. Due to the small distances,
wide ranges for velocities, and extrapolation of correlations to lower stresses, the
velocities alone cannot be used to determine shear wave energy from pressure
wave energy.
5.2.2

Shear Plate Polarization of Waves

The polarization of the energy traveling through the tank was determined by
looking at all three axial responses to waves generated in the tank. The shear plate
was expected to generate mostly vertically polarized shear waves and therefore
the response waveforms would have the majority of energy in the vertical
direction. Across actuation methods, it was found that the response of the
medium caused accelerations at the location in all three axial directions.
One common method to determine the amount of shear wave energy and
the amount of pressure wave energy produced by a source is to record responses
in the soil with a wave source actuated in opposite directions along the same axis.
The responses to the wave source being actuated in both directions are
normalized such that the actuation of the plate occurs at the same time and the
mean of each data set is removed. The two waveforms are then both added and
subtracted from one another. The waveform created by adding the two signals
shows how much pressure wave energy is generated by the source. Conversely,
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subtracting the two signals shows how much shear wave energy is present in the
responses. This works based on the principle that shear waves have a directional
response to reversed impulses while pressure waves act in the same direction
regardless of the impulse direction. To see the amount of shear energy versus
pressure energy produced by the shear plate, the up-impulse trials were added
and subtracted from the down-impulse trials for each direction at each sensor.
Figures 5.4-5.6 show the added and subtracted data sets for the shear plate at 0
degrees, 45 degrees, and 90 degrees respectively.
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Pressure Energy

Shear Energy

Figure 5.4: Summation and difference of each line of data for the shear plate at 0 degrees.
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Pressure Energy

Shear Energy

Figure 5.5: Summation and difference of each line of data for the shear plate at 45 degrees.
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Pressure Energy

Shear Energy

Figure 5.6: Summation and difference of each line of data for the shear plate at 90 degrees.

The results show that in all three axial directions, the shear wave components are
greater than the pressure wave components of energy. It would be expected for
pressure waves to dominate the signal in the axial direction orthogonal to the
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plate, however it is seen that in the z-direction the signals have more shear wave
energy than pressure wave energy.
As the angle of the plate increases between trials, the total energy
decreases with the shear components decreasing significantly as the angle
increases and the pressure components maintaining relatively similar peak values.
These results show that shear energy is largest in front of the plate.
5.2.3

Shear Plate Attenuation of Signal

Waveforms through the sand tank attenuate as a function of energy losses due to
geometric spreading of the waves and energy losses to the material. The
attenuation of the signal can be represented as the decrease in the acceleration
values recorded at each buried accelerometer. The total acceleration for each
sensor was calculated by summing the absolute value of the acceleration values
of the first two peaks in the x, y, and z directions at a given location. The
attenuation of energy for each configuration was used to determine factors of the
following standard attenuation equation (Ashmawy et al., 1995):
/

𝐴 = 𝐴. 0 𝑒 230

Equation 5.3

where 𝐴. is the acceleration value input from the source, R is the distance from
the first accelerometer, and 𝛼 is a linear attenuation coefficient. For each
configuration, data from the closest three sensors were used to generate a bestfit exponential equation. These equations can be correlated to the equation
presented by Ashmawy et al. to determine the initial acceleration value (𝐴. ) and
the linear attenuation coefficient (𝛼). Figure 5.7 shows the data and best-fit
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exponential equations for the down trials of the shear plate and Figure 5.8 shows
the data and best-fit exponential equations for the up trials of the shear plate.
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Figure 5.7: Attenuation of acceleration values and best-fit exponential values for three
configurations with up actuation of the shear plate.
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Figure 5.8: Attenuation of acceleration values and best-fit exponential equations for
three configurations with down actuation of the shear plate.

The down impulse trials (Figure 5.8) have consistently higher total acceleration
values than the up-impulse trials (Figure 5.7), suggesting that the down actuation
method imparts more energy to the sand than does the up-actuation method. For
both up and down trials, it is seen that the greatest energy is along the 0-degree
line from the wave actuator and the energy decreases as the angle from the
centerline increases. With the plate oriented at 90 degrees, the initial energy and
the attenuation rate is the lowest compared to 45-degree and 0-degree trials. The
data are best fit to exponential decay equations with unique values for the linear
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attenuation coefficient and initial values. The best-fit equations can be correlated
to linear attenuation coefficients for the material and related back to initial input
of acceleration from the wave generator for each ray path. These correlations are
part of the future work on this research.

5.3 Torsional Rod
One test was run with the torsional rod wave actuation method and data were
recorded at points 0.127 meters, 0.254 meters, 0.381 meters, and 0.508 meters
from the rotating endcap. Based on the geometry of the device, it is assumed that
the actuated rod would generate a cylindrically homogeneous waveform through
the tank. The rod was actuated using a push solenoid to hit the handle of the rod.
The actuation was reversible such that it could produce a clockwise and a
counterclockwise pulse. The impulse of the torsional rod in either direction
twisted the steel end cap in contact with the sand 0.203 meters beneath the top
surface of the sand. The impulse was expected to generate horizontally polarized
shear waves, which would be seen at the accelerometers with the majority of
energy in the side to side, the x-direction of the accelerometer.
5.3.1

Torsional Rod Wave Velocities

Velocities of waves traveling through the sand were calculated using the time
steps between first arrivals and peak to peak time steps. Data were compiled for
all four sensors in three axial directions from the one torsional rod configuration.
Plots were generated for impulses in the clockwise and counterclockwise
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directions. Plots in Figure 5.9 were used for velocity calculations and attenuation
analysis in the next section.

Figure 5.9: Axial responses across four accelerometers when torsional rod is actuated clockwise and
counterclockwise.

Calculated velocities from first diversions from flat line averages and peak to peak
time steps fall within the expected velocity range for the medium and generate
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similar values for each axis. These are presented in Table 5.2. The peak to peak
method is preferred for future trials for the ease of use.

x
y
z

x
y
z

Calculated Velocities - Clockwise Trials (m/s)
Picking
Peak to Peak
Averaged
Avg.
CV(%)
Avg.
CV(%)
114.8
2.7
131.4
40.6
123.1
93.8
27.7
113.4
2.5
103.6
106.6
19.6
107.7
9.2
107.1
Calculated Velocities - Counterclockwise Trials (m/s)
Picking
Peak to Peak
Averaged
Avg.
CV(%)
Avg.
CV(%)
120.8
10.8
115.7
3.1
118.3
107.3
10.7
99.2
5.8
103.3
114.0
8.8
110.0
2.6
112.0

Table 5.2: Velocity values calculated from time steps obtained from the first arrivals algorithm in Chapter 4
and the peak to peak time steps for trials with torsional rod actuated clockwise and counterclockwise.

The velocities will not be used to determine if the waveforms are shear waves or
pressure waves. The values calculated again fall within the expected value range
and tend towards the lower end of the range. These velocities are slightly lower
than calculated velocities in the shear plate tests, but do not differ enough to draw
conclusions about the differences.
5.3.2

Torsional Rod Polarization of Waves

In Figure 5.9, it can be seen that the x-axis response at the accelerometers is the
largest for the clockwise and counterclockwise impulses. This side-to-side motion
correlates to horizontally polarized shear waves, however comparing clockwise to
counterclockwise impulses it is seen that the x-direction response is in the same
direction. This suggests that sensor movement in the x-direction is caused by
pressure wave energy instead of shear wave energy. Shear wave energy and
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pressure wave energy can be further differentiated by adding and subtracting the
axial responses of clockwise and counterclockwise impulses (Figure 5.10).

Figure 5.10: Summation and Difference of each line of data for the torsional rod.

Adding the voltage outputs of the accelerometers shows higher peaks than
subtracting the waveforms for all three axial directions. Reversed impulses cause
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responses at the accelerometers in the same direction, especially in the xdirection. Figure 5.10 shows that the current wave generation method is
generating nearly pure pressure wave energy with almost no shear wave energy.
The device is failing to produce horizontally polarized shear waves or the wave
attenuates very quickly. The x-direction excitation of the signal is likely due to the
torsional rod generating pressure waves that are reflected off of the side walls of
the tank and move the accelerometers side to side.
5.3.3

Torsional Rod Attenuation of Signal

Using the same method used for the shear plate, the total acceleration values of
each accelerometer was plotted as a function of distance from the source. The
data are presented in Figure 5.11 with best-fit exponential equations. The best fit
equation can be related to the losses of the system using the following equation
(Ashmawy et al., 1995):
/

𝐴 = 𝐴. 0 𝑒 230

Equation 5.4

where 𝐴. is the acceleration value input from the source, R is the distance from
the first accelerometer, and 𝛼 is a linear attenuation coefficient. The attenuation
equation was fit to data from clockwise and counterclockwise impulses on the rod.
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Figure 5.11: Total acceleration at accelerometers and best-fit exponential equation
versus distance from source due to a clockwise impulse on the torsional rod.
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Figure 5.12: Total acceleration at accelerometers and best-fit exponential equation
versus distance from source due to counterclockwise impulse on the torsional rod.
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The acceleration data from the torsional rod configuration is best fit to an
exponential decay equation. The best-fit exponential equations made for the
acceleration data collected from clockwise and counterclockwise trials with the
torsional rod can be correlated to initial acceleration at the source and the linear
attenuation coefficient of the material. The alpha (a) values in the exponent of
Equation 5.3 can be related to the attenuation coefficient relating both to the
material and the geometrical spreading of the waveform. Between the 0-degree
trials of the shear plate and the torsional rod trials, the sigma values fall between
and 4.19 and 5.44. Future work includes relating these values back to energy loss
due to the material in tank. Counterclockwise trials had higher acceleration values
than did the clockwise methods, showing that the method is not symmetrical.

5.4 Discussion
The data have led to findings concerning the wavefields in the tank created by the
wave generation devices. Wave fields were analyzed based on wave velocity,
polarization of waves, and attenuation of acceleration through the medium.
5.4.1

Velocity Results

Through all test configurations, wave velocities calculated from collected data
match values expected based on relations present in the literature. This result
demonstrates that the equipment and data collection methods are reliably
recording waveform data in the sand medium. The two methods used to calculate
wave velocities were first arrival time steps and peak to peak time steps between
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adjacent accelerometers. Similar velocity values were calculated using the two
methods. The peak to peak method is preferred for ease of performance.
Uncertainties in the velocity data include the exact distances between
sensors and the wave generator in the sand as well as the exact orientation of the
accelerometers in the medium. Additionally, the time step between data points
used for velocity calculations can introduce small amounts of error. Small
differences in distances lead to significant changes in the velocity calculations.
Since the sensors were not moved between configurations, relative velocities can
be directly compared between sensors. Based on these uncertainties, it was
determined that velocities would not be used to separate shear wave energy apart
from pressure wave energy.
5.4.2

Polarization Results

The polarization of signals generated by the wave sources were analyzed by
generating summation and difference plots for trials run with actuation methods
in the opposite direction. The plots show qualitatively the relative amounts of
shear wave energy versus pressure wave energy for each configuration. The
configurations can be compared to determine which one generates the most
relative shear wave energy.
The shear plate was run in three different configurations to look at the
wavefield coming off of the front face of the plate. The polarization study showed
that most shear wave energy comes off of the front of the plate and decreases as
the angle of the ray path from the centerline increases. The axial response was
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largest in the up and down direction across trials, showing mainly vertically
polarized shear waves coming off of the plate.
The torsional rod was found to generate very little shear wave energy
when compared to pressure wave energy (Figure 5.10). In all three axial directions,
the polarization study showed significantly more pressure wave energy. This result
can be due to failures in the method of generating shear waves. Instead of the end
cap of the torsional rod rotating in contact with the sand, it seems likely that
actuation with the solenoid pushed the length of the rod over. The wave
generated from this motion would be a pressure wave, which, after reflecting off
of the side wall, would cause side to side motion at the accelerometers.
Uncertainties in the polarization study include the exact axial alignments
of the accelerometers. The orientation of the sensor greatly affects the
interpretation of the polarization of the signals. The placement technique for the
sensors does not allow for high levels of certainty in the axial alignment of the
sensors. This can be a source of error in interpretation of the polarization of the
signals.
5.4.3

Attenuation Results

It was found that the collected acceleration values were best-fit to an exponential
decay equation as a function of distance from the source. The signal attenuates as
there are losses to geometric spreading of the energy through the tank and as
there are energy losses to the material. The acceleration at each point in the sand
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tank relies on the initial acceleration at the source, the distance from the source,
and the linear attenuation coefficient of the material.
Future work in this research includes determining the linear attenuation
coefficient of the material and resolving the initial acceleration for each
configuration. With a known linear coefficient of attenuation for the materials
across trials, the initial acceleration values for each configuration can be
determined. Further research is required to determine the amount of energy lost
to geometric spreading versus loss of energy to the material for both the shear
plate and the torsional rod.
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6 Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
6.1 Summary
Initial steps have been made towards the goal of creating a system capable of
detecting the size and location of subsurface obstructions. Three-axis
accelerometers, wave generation devices, and data collection methods have been
developed as parts of the boulder detection system. The test bed built in the Tufts
Structures Lab allows for quick collection of data and power data analysis
techniques have been developed for data interpretation. The data collection and
analysis has been performed on initial test results for preliminary findings on the
two unique wave generation devices tested.

6.2 Conclusions
Progress was made in the technology development for the experimental setup
and in the initial results and interpretation. In terms of the technological
advancements, a system was developed that was capable of generating and
recording waveforms in the sand tank. The physical setup of the system was
developed in manufacturing the two wave generation devices and developing
repeatable actuation methods for both the shearing plate and the torsional rod.
Data were collected by the three-axis Grove accelerometers in the sand at a
sufficient sampling rate to track the waveforms. The gain box made the signals
visible with the use of operational amplifiers to increase the signal. The driving
program in LABVIEW implemented digital filters to take out electronic noise in the
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accelerometer data. All of these components were developed as part of the
physical system capable of generating and recording waves through the sand tank.
Post processing methods were developed to analyze the data. A series of
MATLAB scripts were developed to stack and average multiple runs of the same
experiment and catalog data concerning the time and magnitude of peaks in the
signals. Plots were generated for each axial direction in a given configuration with
the same actuation direction to determine first arrivals and attenuation of peak
values with an increase in distance. Standardized algorithms have been
established for picking first arrivals and calculating velocities between sensors.
From the results, it is seen that the wave generation methods and
recording methods are creating and recording waves in the expected wave
velocity range. Additionally, the polarization study concludes that the shearing
plate generates mostly shear wave energy and the torsional rod setup generates
much more pressure wave energy than shear wave energy. The torsional rod
method could be refined to generate more shear energy and the shear plate
method can be further developed to better understand shear wave property
responses to obstructions of varying size and density.

6.3 Recommendations
Future work of this experiment involves further working towards the goal of
developing a boulder detection device for use in the offshore environment. Steps
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can be made in further developing the data collection methods as well as the data
analysis techniques to better understand the waveform properties in the medium.
•

Finite Element Analysis Model of the sand tank and the wave generators
to understand the theoretical wave front shape and effects of the
boundary on the recorded motions at the accelerometers.

•

The torsional rod wave generation method can be further developed to
generate shear wave energy when actuated. Additional tests and
refinement of the configuration could lead to more shear wave energy
generated by the solenoid tapping the handle of the rod.

•

Research on the attenuation characteristics through the empty sand tank.
Further research can be done on the linear coefficient of attenuation for
the material and the attenuation equations as a function of distance from
the source.

•

Increase the size of the shearing plate to generate a planar shear wave to
better understand shear wave properties through the sand.

•

Move to a much larger test bed to eliminate the complex interaction of
reflected waves from tank boundaries as well as surface boundaries.
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB “CompareTrials”
% Compare Trials
% Selects first peak of data to normalize first
%
arrival of signal from trial to trial
%
% Created:
February 28, 2018
% Last edited: April 5, 2018
% Written by:
Liz Fletcher
% For use with LabVIEW generated Files
%
=================================================================
close all;
clear all;
filename = ['ST_83_6C_1.xlsx';
'ST_83_6C_2.xlsx';
'ST_83_6C_3.xlsx';
'ST_83_6C_4.xlsx';
'ST_83_6C_5.xlsx'];
filenameout = 'ST_83_6C_COMPILED';
% ADJUST THESE based on specific file
samplerate = 50000;
direc = 'D';
gain = '1000'; % add a space after number if G = '100 '
% Create time column for data
freq = 1/samplerate;
samples = 1500;
T(1) = 0;
for n = 2:samples
T(n) = T(n-1) + freq;
end
time = T.';

bit = zeros(200,8);
tpulse = zeros(1,5);
filelen = size(filename);
subtract = zeros(1,filelen(1));
%new_data = zeros(700,8,5);
for r = 1:filelen(1)
data1(:,:,r)=xlsread(filename(r,:));
data1(:,1,r)=time;
datasize = size(data1(:,:,r));
[S,L] = bounds(data1(:,:,r));
target = 350;
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% Up pulse looks for maximum on trigger signal
if direc == 'U'
for a = 1:1000
if data1(a,2,r) > 2
point = a;
break
end
end
m = max(data1);
% catalogs maxes all sigs all trials
for a = 1:900
if data1(a,2,r) == m(1,2,r)
tpulse(1,r) = a;
break
end
end
% Down Pulse looks for minimum in trigger signal
elseif direc == 'D'
for a = 1:1000
if data1(a,2,r) < -2
point = a;
break
end
end
m = min(data1);
% catalogs mins all sigs all
trials
locm = min(data1(point:point+50,2,r));
for a = 1:900
if data1(a,2,r) == locm
tpulse(1,r) = a;
break
end
end
else
disp('Please enter a direction: U or D.')
end
% Aligns each trial to have minimum or maximum of trigger
signal to
%
happen at the same data point.
subtract(r) = tpulse(1,r) - target;
end
mostsubtract = max(subtract);
new_data = zeros((length(data1)-(2*mostsubtract)),8,5);
for r = 1:filelen(1)
for i = 1:datasize(2)
for a = subtract(r):(datasize(1)-mostsubtract)
new_data(a-subtract(r)+1,i,r) = data1(a,i,r);
end
end
end
% Trims last bit of matrix that has zero values
new_s_data = new_data(1:800,:,:);
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% Organizes data in a matrix such that each sheet of the 3D
matrix
%
has 5 trials from the same input channel
for n = 1:7
h = n+1;
trials(:,1,n) = new_s_data(:,1,1);
trials(:,2,n) = new_s_data(:,h,1);
trials(:,3,n) = new_s_data(:,h,2);
trials(:,4,n) = new_s_data(:,h,3);
trials(:,5,n) = new_s_data(:,h,4);
trials(:,6,n) = new_s_data(:,h,5);
end
%
Average of all trials for each input
sum = 0;
triallen = length(trials);
AVGdata = zeros(triallen(1),7);
for n = 1:7
for a = 1:triallen(1)
for h = 2:6
sum = sum + trials(a,h,n);
end
AVGdata(a,n+1) = sum/5;
% If gain of signal is 100, values multiplied by 10 for
%
comparison against trials with g = 1000.
if (gain == '100 ')
AVGdata(a,n+1) = 10*AVGdata(a,n+1);
end
sum = 0;
end
end
%t2=linspace(.00730,.02330,800);
AVGdata(:,1) = time(1:length(AVGdata));

% % % Following two arrays are to be used to find maximums and
minimums
% snipAVG is longer for the trigger signal
% s_snipAVG cuts off more data points in order to avoid finding
%
peaks in the noise portion
% Snips data for looking at minimums and maximums
q = target; % number of data points to snip off of front of trig
signal
for a = 1:8
for i = q:(length(AVGdata(:,1,1)))
snipAVG(i-q+1,a) = AVGdata(i,a);
end
end
p = target; % number of data points to snip off of front of
signals
%
other than the trigger just to look for
peaks
for a = 1:8
for i = p:(length(AVGdata(:,1,1)))
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s_snipAVG(i-p+1,a) = AVGdata(i,a);
end
end
% Creates array of flatline data to come up with average of noise
strt = 1;
for a = 2:8
if a == 2
for i = strt:120
flattrig(i-strt+1) = AVGdata(i,a);
end
else
for i = strt:170
flatline(i-strt+1,a) = AVGdata(i,a);
end
end
end
figure
for a = 3:8
plot(data1(strt:170,1,1),flatline(:,a))
hold on
end
flattrig = flattrig.';
plot(data1(strt:120,1,1),flattrig)
hold off
averages = mean(flatline);
%Creates array of mean values
averages(2) = mean(flattrig);
%Puts avg of trigger in 2nd
element
stddev = std(flatline);
stddev(2) = std(flattrig);
maxflat = zeros(1,8);
minflat = zeros(1,8);
for n = 2:8
maxflat(n) = averages(n) + stddev(n);
minflat(n) = averages(n) - stddev(n);
end

% % % % % %
% % % %

DATA MANIPULATION FOR INTERPRETATION

% %

% find maximums and minimum
% pk/mn are the voltage values of the peaks
% loc/locs are the time steps at which the peaks occur
d = 75; %distance between peaks for findpeaks
[pk1,loc1] = findpeaks(snipAVG(:,2),'MinPeakDistance',d);
[mn1,locs1] = findpeaks(-snipAVG(:,2),'MinPeakDistance',d);
[pk2,loc2] = findpeaks(s_snipAVG(:,3),'MinPeakDistance',d);
[mn2,locs2] = findpeaks(-s_snipAVG(:,3),'MinPeakDistance',d);
[pk3,loc3] = findpeaks(s_snipAVG(:,4),'MinPeakDistance',d);
[mn3,locs3] = findpeaks(-s_snipAVG(:,4),'MinPeakDistance',d);
[pk4,loc4] = findpeaks(s_snipAVG(:,5),'MinPeakDistance',d);
[mn4,locs4] = findpeaks(-s_snipAVG(:,5),'MinPeakDistance',d);
[pk5,loc5] = findpeaks(s_snipAVG(:,6),'MinPeakDistance',d);
[mn5,locs5] = findpeaks(-s_snipAVG(:,6),'MinPeakDistance',d);
[pk6,loc6] = findpeaks(s_snipAVG(:,7),'MinPeakDistance',d);
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[mn6,locs6] = findpeaks(-s_snipAVG(:,7),'MinPeakDistance',d);
[pk7,loc7] = findpeaks(s_snipAVG(:,8),'MinPeakDistance',d);
[mn7,locs7] = findpeaks(-s_snipAVG(:,8),'MinPeakDistance',d);
locations
locations
locations
locations
locations
locations
locations
locations
locations
locations
locations
locations
locations
locations
locations
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

zeros(3,12);
times(locations,loc1,1,q);
times(locations,locs1,2,q);
times(locations,loc2,3,p);
times(locations,locs2,4,p);
times(locations,loc3,5,p);
times(locations,locs3,6,p);
times(locations,loc4,7,p);
times(locations,locs4,8,p);
times(locations,loc5,9,p);
times(locations,locs5,10,p);
times(locations,loc6,11,p);
times(locations,locs6,12,p);
times(locations,loc7,13,p);
times(locations,locs7,14,p);

zeros(3,12);
peak(volts,pk1,1);
peak(volts,-mn1,2);
peak(volts,pk2,3);
peak(volts,-mn2,4);
peak(volts,pk3,5);
peak(volts,-mn3,6);
peak(volts,pk4,7);
peak(volts,-mn4,8);
peak(volts,pk5,9);
peak(volts,-mn5,10);
peak(volts,pk6,11);
peak(volts,-mn6,12);
peak(volts,pk7,13);
peak(volts,-mn7,14);

% PLOT PEAK LOCATION AND VALUES
figure
for n = 3:8
plot(AVGdata(:,1),AVGdata(:,n))
hold on
end
numlocs = size(locations);
for i = 1:numlocs(1)
for h = 1:numlocs(2)
plot(locations(i,h),volts(i,h),'o')
end
end
ylim([-15 15])
xlim([0.007 0.022])
legend('X1','Y1','Z1','X2','Y2','Z2')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Accelerometer Output (V)')
title('Stacked Trials for Two Sensors (XYZ) w/ Marked Peaks')
voltlen = size(volts);
loclen = size(locations);
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locations = reshape(locations,loclen(1)*loclen(2),1);
volts = reshape(volts,voltlen(1)*voltlen(2),1);

%
XLSWRITE
%%%
XLSWRITE
%%%
XLSWRITE
title = {'Trigger','X1','Y1','Z1','X2','Y2','Z2'};
warning('off','MATLAB:xlswrite:AddSheet')
xlswrite(filenameout,new_data(:,:,1),'Trial1')
xlswrite(filenameout,trials(:,:,1),'TriggerY')
xlswrite(filenameout,trials(:,:,2),'X1')
xlswrite(filenameout,trials(:,:,3),'Y1')
xlswrite(filenameout,trials(:,:,4),'Z1')
xlswrite(filenameout,trials(:,:,5),'X2')
xlswrite(filenameout,trials(:,:,6),'Y2')
xlswrite(filenameout,trials(:,:,7),'Z2')
xlswrite(filenameout,title,'CompAVG','B1')
xlswrite(filenameout,AVGdata,'CompAVG','A2')
xlswrite(filenameout,{'Min Flat'},'CompAVG','N1')
xlswrite(filenameout,minflat.','CompAVG','N2')
xlswrite(filenameout,{'Flat Avg'},'CompAVG','O1')
xlswrite(filenameout,averages.','CompAVG','O2')
xlswrite(filenameout,{'Max Flat'},'CompAVG','P1')
xlswrite(filenameout,maxflat.','CompAVG','P2')
xlswrite(filenameout,locations,'Peaks','K2')
xlswrite(filenameout,volts,'Peaks','L2')
xlswrite(filenameout,peaks,'Peaks','A2')

%

% Puts all peak times into a matrix
%
(vaule + p + mostsubtract) is the offset
function locations = times(locations,value,a,p)
t = (value+p-1)*0.00002;
h = length(value);
locations(1:h,a) = t;
end
% Puts all peak values into a matrix
function volts = peak(volts,value,a)
h = length(value);
volts(1:h,a) = value;
end
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MATLAB “Plot4Sensors”
% Plot 4 Sensors
% Generates 6 plots with 4 sensors on each plot
%
Data must have run through CompareTrials
%
% Created:
March 15, 2018
% Last edited: May 18, 2018
% Written by:
Liz Fletcher
%
=================================================================
======
close all;
clear title xlabel ylabel
filename = ['ST_61_5C_COMPILED';
'ST_63_5C_COMPILED';
'ST_64_5C_COMPILED';
'ST_66_5C_COMPILED'];
% Reads in data from above filenames (Up and Down Trials)
time = xlsread(filename(1,:),'CompAVG','A2:A676');
X1 = xlsread(filename(4,:),'CompAVG','C2:C676');
X2 = xlsread(filename(4,:),'CompAVG','F2:F676');
X3 = xlsread(filename(3,:),'CompAVG','C2:C676');
X4 = xlsread(filename(3,:),'CompAVG','F2:F676');
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4

=
=
=
=

xlsread(filename(4,:),'CompAVG','D2:D676');
xlsread(filename(4,:),'CompAVG','G2:G676');
xlsread(filename(3,:),'CompAVG','D2:D676');
xlsread(filename(3,:),'CompAVG','G2:G676');

Z1
Z2
Z3
Z4

=
=
=
=

xlsread(filename(4,:),'CompAVG','E2:E676');
xlsread(filename(4,:),'CompAVG','H2:H676');
xlsread(filename(3,:),'CompAVG','E2:E676');
xlsread(filename(3,:),'CompAVG','H2:H676');

X1D
X2D
X3D
X4D

=
=
=
=

xlsread(filename(1,:),'CompAVG','C2:C676');
xlsread(filename(1,:),'CompAVG','F2:F676');
xlsread(filename(2,:),'CompAVG','C2:C676');
xlsread(filename(2,:),'CompAVG','F2:F676');

Y1D
Y2D
Y3D
Y4D

=
=
=
=

xlsread(filename(1,:),'CompAVG','D2:D676');
xlsread(filename(1,:),'CompAVG','G2:G676');
xlsread(filename(2,:),'CompAVG','D2:D676');
xlsread(filename(2,:),'CompAVG','G2:G676');

Z1D
Z2D
Z3D
Z4D

=
=
=
=

xlsread(filename(1,:),'CompAVG','E2:E676');
xlsread(filename(1,:),'CompAVG','H2:H676');
xlsread(filename(2,:),'CompAVG','E2:E676');
xlsread(filename(2,:),'CompAVG','H2:H676');

trig =xlsread(filename(3,:),'CompAVG','B2:B801');
trigd =xlsread(filename(2,:),'CompAVG','B2:B801');
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% Subtracts and adds up/down data for each sensor direction
%
these plots indicate amount of shear vs pressure energy in
signals
diffx1 = X1 - X1D;
diffy1 = Y1 - Y1D;
diffz1 = Z1 - Z1D;
addx1 = X1 + X1D;
addy1 = Y1 + Y1D;
addz1 = Z1 + Z1D;
diffx2 = X2 - X2D;
diffy2 = Y2 - Y2D;
diffz2 = Z2 - Z2D;
addx2 = X2 + X2D;
addy2 = Y2 + Y2D;
addz2 = Z2 + Z2D;
diffx3 = X3 - X3D;
diffy3 = Y3 - Y3D;
diffz3 = Z3 - Z3D;
addx3 = X3 + X3D;
addy3 = Y3 + Y3D;
addz3 = Z3 + Z3D;
diffx4 = X4 - X4D;
diffy4 = Y4 - Y4D;
diffz4 = Z4 - Z4D;
addx4 = X4 + X4D;
addy4 = Y4 + Y4D;
addz4 = Z4 + Z4D;

% Finds peaks to generate markers on plots
d = 0.6; %distance between peaks for findpeaks
[pk1,loc1] = findpeaks(X1,'MinPeakHeight',d);
[mn1,locs1] = findpeaks(-X1,'MinPeakHeight',d);
[pk2,loc2] = findpeaks(X2,'MinPeakHeight',d);
[mn2,locs2] = findpeaks(-X2,'MinPeakHeight',d);
[pk3,loc3] = findpeaks(X3,'MinPeakHeight',d);
[mn3,locs3] = findpeaks(-X3,'MinPeakHeight',d);
[pk4,loc4] = findpeaks(X4,'MinPeakHeight',d);
[mn4,locs4] = findpeaks(-X4,'MinPeakHeight',d);
[pk5,loc5]
[mn5,locs5]
[pk6,loc6]
[mn6,locs6]
[pk7,loc7]
[mn7,locs7]
[pk8,loc8]
[mn8,locs8]

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[pk9,loc9] =
[mn9,locs9] =
[pk10,loc10]
[mn10,locs10]
[pk11,loc11]
[mn11,locs11]
[pk12,loc12]

findpeaks(Y1,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-Y1,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(Y2,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-Y2,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(Y3,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-Y3,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(Y4,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-Y4,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(Z1,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-Z1,'MinPeakHeight',d);
= findpeaks(Z2,'MinPeakHeight',d);
= findpeaks(-Z2,'MinPeakHeight',d);
= findpeaks(Z3,'MinPeakHeight',d);
= findpeaks(-Z3,'MinPeakHeight',d);
= findpeaks(Z4,'MinPeakHeight',d);
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[mn12,locs12] = findpeaks(-Z4,'MinPeakHeight',d);
% DOWN
[pk13,loc13]
[mn13,locs13]
[pk14,loc14]
[mn14,locs14]
[pk15,loc15]
[mn15,locs15]
[pk16,loc16]
[mn16,locs16]

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

findpeaks(X1D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-X1D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(X2D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-X2D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(X3D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-X3D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(X4D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-X4D,'MinPeakHeight',d);

[pk17,loc17]
[mn17,locs17]
[pk18,loc18]
[mn18,locs18]
[pk19,loc19]
[mn19,locs19]
[pk20,loc20]
[mn20,locs20]

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

findpeaks(Y1D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-Y1D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(Y2D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-Y2D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(Y3D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-Y3D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(Y4D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-Y4D,'MinPeakHeight',d);

[pk21,loc21]
[mn21,locs21]
[pk22,loc22]
[mn22,locs22]
[pk23,loc23]
[mn23,locs23]
[pk24,loc24]
[mn24,locs24]

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

findpeaks(Z1D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-Z1D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(Z2D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-Z2D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(Z3D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-Z3D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(Z4D,'MinPeakHeight',d);
findpeaks(-Z4D,'MinPeakHeight',d);

% Locations Up
% Generats arrays of time step of peak locations
locationsX = zeros(3,8);
locationsX = times(locationsX,loc1,1);
locationsX = times(locationsX,locs1,2);
locationsX = times(locationsX,loc2,3);
locationsX = times(locationsX,locs2,4);
locationsX = times(locationsX,loc3,5);
locationsX = times(locationsX,locs3,6);
locationsX = times(locationsX,loc4,7);
locationsX = times(locationsX,locs4,8);
locationsY
locationsY
locationsY
locationsY
locationsY
locationsY
locationsY
locationsY
locationsY

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

zeros(3,8);
times(locationsY,loc5,1);
times(locationsY,locs5,2);
times(locationsY,loc6,3);
times(locationsY,locs6,4);
times(locationsY,loc7,5);
times(locationsY,locs7,6);
times(locationsY,loc8,7);
times(locationsY,locs8,8);

locationsZ
locationsZ
locationsZ
locationsZ
locationsZ

=
=
=
=
=

zeros(3,8);
times(locationsZ,loc9,1);
times(locationsZ,locs9,2);
times(locationsZ,loc10,3);
times(locationsZ,locs10,4);
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locationsZ
locationsZ
locationsZ
locationsZ

=
=
=
=

times(locationsZ,loc11,5);
times(locationsZ,locs11,6);
times(locationsZ,loc12,7);
times(locationsZ,locs12,8);

% Locations
% Generates
locationsXD
locationsXD
locationsXD
locationsXD
locationsXD
locationsXD
locationsXD
locationsXD
locationsXD

Down
array of time step of peak locations
= zeros(3,8);
= times(locationsXD,loc13,1);
= times(locationsXD,locs13,2);
= times(locationsXD,loc14,3);
= times(locationsXD,locs14,4);
= times(locationsXD,loc15,5);
= times(locationsXD,locs15,6);
= times(locationsXD,loc16,7);
= times(locationsXD,locs16,8);

locationsYD
locationsYD
locationsYD
locationsYD
locationsYD
locationsYD
locationsYD
locationsYD
locationsYD

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

zeros(3,8);
times(locationsYD,loc17,1);
times(locationsYD,locs17,2);
times(locationsYD,loc18,3);
times(locationsYD,locs18,4);
times(locationsYD,loc19,5);
times(locationsYD,locs19,6);
times(locationsYD,loc20,7);
times(locationsYD,locs20,8);

locationsZD
locationsZD
locationsZD
locationsZD
locationsZD
locationsZD
locationsZD
locationsZD
locationsZD

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

zeros(3,8);
times(locationsZD,loc21,1);
times(locationsZD,locs21,2);
times(locationsZD,loc22,3);
times(locationsZD,locs22,4);
times(locationsZD,loc23,5);
times(locationsZD,locs23,6);
times(locationsZD,loc24,7);
times(locationsZD,locs24,8);

% Volts Up
% Generates array of voltage value for each peak
voltsX = zeros(3,8);
voltsX = peak(voltsX,pk1,1);
voltsX = peak(voltsX,-mn1,2);
voltsX = peak(voltsX,pk2,3);
voltsX = peak(voltsX,-mn2,4);
voltsX = peak(voltsX,pk3,5);
voltsX = peak(voltsX,-mn3,6);
voltsX = peak(voltsX,pk4,7);
voltsX = peak(voltsX,-mn4,8);
voltsY
voltsY
voltsY
voltsY
voltsY
voltsY
voltsY
voltsY

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

zeros(3,8);
peak(voltsY,pk5,1);
peak(voltsY,-mn5,2);
peak(voltsY,pk6,3);
peak(voltsY,-mn6,4);
peak(voltsY,pk7,5);
peak(voltsY,-mn7,6);
peak(voltsY,pk8,7);
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voltsY = peak(voltsY,-mn8,8);
voltsZ
voltsZ
voltsZ
voltsZ
voltsZ
voltsZ
voltsZ
voltsZ
voltsZ

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

zeros(3,8);
peak(voltsZ,pk9,1);
peak(voltsZ,-mn9,2);
peak(voltsZ,pk10,3);
peak(voltsZ,-mn10,4);
peak(voltsZ,pk11,5);
peak(voltsZ,-mn11,6);
peak(voltsZ,pk12,7);
peak(voltsZ,-mn12,8);

% Volts Down
% Generates array of voltage value for each peak
voltsXD = zeros(3,8);
voltsXD = peak(voltsXD,pk13,1);
voltsXD = peak(voltsXD,-mn13,2);
voltsXD = peak(voltsXD,pk14,3);
voltsXD = peak(voltsXD,-mn14,4);
voltsXD = peak(voltsXD,pk15,5);
voltsXD = peak(voltsXD,-mn15,6);
voltsXD = peak(voltsXD,pk16,7);
voltsXD = peak(voltsXD,-mn16,8);
voltsYD
voltsYD
voltsYD
voltsYD
voltsYD
voltsYD
voltsYD
voltsYD
voltsYD

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

zeros(3,8);
peak(voltsYD,pk17,1);
peak(voltsYD,-mn17,2);
peak(voltsYD,pk18,3);
peak(voltsYD,-mn18,4);
peak(voltsYD,pk19,5);
peak(voltsYD,-mn19,6);
peak(voltsYD,pk20,7);
peak(voltsYD,-mn20,8);

voltsZD
voltsZD
voltsZD
voltsZD
voltsZD
voltsZD
voltsZD
voltsZD
voltsZD

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

zeros(3,8);
peak(voltsZD,pk21,1);
peak(voltsZD,-mn21,2);
peak(voltsZD,pk22,3);
peak(voltsZD,-mn22,4);
peak(voltsZD,pk23,5);
peak(voltsZD,-mn23,6);
peak(voltsZD,pk24,7);
peak(voltsZD,-mn24,8);

% X up Response
numlocsX = size(locationsX);
time2 = time(1:end-18);
figure
plot(time,X1,time,X2,time,X3,time,X4)
hold on
for i = 1:numlocsX(1)
for h = 1:numlocsX(2)
plot(locationsX(i,h),voltsX(i,h),'o')
end
end
legend('5in','10in','15in','20in')
title('X Response Up','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16)
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xlim([0.008 0.02])
ylim([-17 17])
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Accelerometer Output (V)','fontweight','bold')
% X down response
numlocsXD = size(locationsXD);
figure
plot(time,X1D,time,X2D,time,X3D,time,X4D)
hold on
for i = 1:numlocsXD(1)
for h = 1:numlocsXD(2)
plot(locationsXD(i,h),voltsXD(i,h),'o')
end
end
title('X Response Down Pulse','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16)
legend('5in','10in','15in','20in')
xlim([0.008 0.02])
ylim([-17 17])
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Accelerometer Output (V)','fontweight','bold')
% Y Up response plot
numlocsY = size(locationsY);
figure
plot(time,Y1,time,Y2,time,Y3,time,Y4)
hold on
for i = 1:numlocsY(1)
for h = 1:numlocsY(2)
plot(locationsY(i,h),voltsY(i,h),'o')
end
end
legend('5in','10in','15in','20in')
title('Y Response Up Pulse','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16)
xlim([0.008 0.02])
ylim([-17 17])
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Accelerometer Output (V)','fontweight','bold')
% Y down Response plot
numlocsYD = size(locationsYD);
figure
plot(time,Y1D,time,Y2D,time,Y3D,time,Y4D)
hold on
for i = 1:numlocsYD(1)
for h = 1:numlocsYD(2)
plot(locationsYD(i,h),voltsYD(i,h),'o')
end
end
legend('5in','10in','15in','20in')
title('Y Response Down Pulse','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16)
xlim([0.008 0.02])
ylim([-17 17])
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Accelerometer Output (V)','fontweight','bold')
% Z up Response plot
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numlocsZ = size(locationsZ);
figure
plot(time,Z1,time,Z2,time,Z3,time,Z4)
hold on
for i = 1:numlocsZ(1)
for h = 1:numlocsZ(2)
plot(locationsZ(i,h),voltsZ(i,h),'o')
end
end
legend('5in','10in','15in','20in')
title('Z Response Up Pulse','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16)
xlim([0.008 0.02])
ylim([-17 17])
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Accelerometer Output (V)','fontweight','bold')
% Z down Response plot
numlocsZD = size(locationsZD);
figure
plot(time,Z1D,time,Z2D,time,Z3D,time,Z4D)
hold on
for i = 1:numlocsZD(1)
for h = 1:numlocsZD(2)
plot(locationsZD(i,h),voltsZD(i,h),'o')
end
end
legend('5in','10in','15in','20in')
title('Z Response Down Pulse','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16)
xlim([0.008 0.02])
ylim([-17 17])
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Accelerometer Output (V)','fontweight','bold')
% Difference plot for x-direction
figure
plot(time,diffx1,time,diffx2,time,diffx3,time,diffx4)
legend('5in','10in','15in','20in')
title('Difference of X
Signals','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16)
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold','fontsize',14)
ylabel('Voltage Value (V)','fontweight','bold','fontsize',14)
ylim([-30 30])
xlim([0.008 0.02])
% Summation plot for x-direction
figure
plot(time,addx1,time,addx2,time,addx3,time,addx4)
legend('5in','10in','15in','20in')
title('Sum of X Signals','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16)
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold','fontsize',14)
ylabel('Voltage Value (V)','fontweight','bold','fontsize',14)
ylim([-30 30])
xlim([0.008 0.02])
% Difference plot for y-direction
figure
plot(time,diffy1,time,diffy2,time,diffy3,time,diffy4)
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legend('5in','10in','15in','20in')
title('Difference of Y
Signals','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16)
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold','fontsize',14)
ylabel('Voltage Value (V)','fontweight','bold','fontsize',14)
ylim([-30 30])
xlim([0.008 0.02])
% Summation plot for y-direciton
figure
plot(time,addy1,time,addy2,time,addy3,time,addy4)
legend('5in','10in','15in','20in')
title('Sum of Y Signals','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16)
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold','fontsize',14)
ylabel('Voltage Value (V)','fontweight','bold','fontsize',14)
ylim([-30 30])
xlim([0.008 0.02])
% Difference plot for z-direction
figure
plot(time,diffz1,time,diffz2,time,diffz3,time,diffz4)
legend('5in','10in','15in','20in')
title('Difference of Z
Signals','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16)
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold','fontsize',14)
ylabel('Voltage Value (V)','fontweight','bold','fontsize',14)
ylim([-30 30])
xlim([0.008 0.02])
% Summation plot for z-direction
figure
plot(time,addz1,time,addz2,time,addz3,time,addz4)
legend('5in','10in','15in','20in')
title('Sum of Z Signals','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16)
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold','fontsize',14)
ylabel('Voltage Value (V)','fontweight','bold','fontsize',14)
ylim([-30 30])
xlim([0.008 0.02])

% Puts all peak times into a matrix
%
(vaule + p + mostsubtract) is the offset
function locations = times(locations,value,a)
t = (value+305)*0.00002;
h = length(value);
locations(1:h,a) = t;
end
% Puts all peak values into a matrix
function volts = peak(volts,value,a)
h = length(value);
volts(1:h,a) = value;
end
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